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Governor William J. Mills formally
welcomed this morning Dr. Walter
Williams, dean of the school journalism of the University of Missouri and
the first man in the world to go over
the entire Santa Ke trail, in an automobile.
Dean Williams was presented to the
governor in the executive office at the
capitol by Mayor Arthur Seligman in
the presence of every member of the
city council, Attorney B. M. Read, the
historian; City Attorney Charles F.
Easley, Former Delegate in Congress
Thomas B. Catron, Former Mayor I.
Sparks of Santa Fe and representatives of the press;-- " The mayor also introduced to the governor Mrs. Wil
liams, Moss Williams, her son, and
secretary to Dean Wil";
liams.';.
Mr. Williams presented to Governor
Mills a letter of introduction from the
governor of Missouri, which is repro-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Beverly,
Mass., Aug. 28. Twenty- four states will be visited by President Taft on the swine around the
circuit, according to his partly com
pleted scneauie. He will start on September 15, and will pass through
these states:'
Massachusetts, New
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan,
Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming,
Utah, Nevada,
California, Oregon,
Washington Iffaho, Montana, South
Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin
and
Maryland.
Among the big towns and cities that
the. President will visit are Syracuse,
Erie, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis,
Omaha, Kansas City, Denver, Cheyenne, Salt Lake,- Los Angeles, San
Francisco,
Sacramento,
Portland,
Oregon; Tacoma. Seattle. Siokane.
Wallace, Idaho; Butte and Billings,
Montana; Deadwood, Aberdeen and
South Dakota, St. Paul and
duced elsewhere in this paper. The Pierre,
Milwaukee and PittsMinneapolis,
governor greeted the traveler and his- burg..
7
and
much
with
said,
torian
cordiality
"In theyold days, those who crossed
FIRE
the trail were held up by the Indians, FALSE CRY OFTWENTY-SICOSTS
LIVES
were they not? I do not suppose you
were held up by red skins. "Were you
Coroner Exonerates Owner of Canons-burheld up by the store keepers en
Theater and Manager of
route?" Then- there 'was much laughPicture Show.
,
ter. Mr. Williams told the governor
that he had taken two weeks to cross (By Special Leased Wire to New
Mexican)
the trail but had spent a good deal
Canonsburg,
Pa., Aug. 28. After
of time en route Interviewing old piocarefully examining the Canonsburs
neers. He said he had used two autos Opera house,
where 26 persons were
to get over the trail, the first one crushed to death on
Saturday nieht
breaking down at La Junta, so that he following a false alarm of fire, during
had to finish the trip in an B. M. F. a moving picture show,
Deputy Fire
The governor smiled and Bald that he Inspector James N. Patterson an' was glad to hear the E. M. F. had con- nounced this afternoon that the owner
cluded the trip as he himself owned of the building and the manager of
such a car.
the theater had not violated the law
Mr. Williams told the governor that in any way.
he desired very much to get a group
The fire escapes were found in perpicture on the capitol steps and also to fect condition and the stairway where
get a letter from Governor Mills to the victims, met their fate was wide
the governor of Missouri boosting enough for all demands of the law. he
said.1 v..
, ,
good roads.
A countrywide search Is being in"Of course, we have not the good
roads In New Mexico that you have in stituted for two Italians, who were
sitting-ithe, gallery, and whose cry
Missouri," replied the governor.
"We have not the money that you or nre is alleged .to have caused the
have in your state for roads but we disaster. Manager Ferguson has offered a reward of $500 for their atfn
hope to do much In time."
The governor then escorted Mr. Wil- prehension. They disappeared imme
liams and his party to the capitol steps diately after the ajarm.
Canonsburg in Mourning.
where a group picture was taken by
Canonsburg, Pa., Aug. 28. CanonsPhotographer A. B. Craycraft. This
burg will be in mournine for days to
picture will be reproduced in the book come.
All public and social functions
Mr. Williams will write on the trail.
have been abandoned, and a number
Notaries Appointed.
of dances and church fetes arranged
Governor Mills has appointed Frank
for this week have been postponed.
L. Walrath of Belen, Valencia county"; Even
the baseball games in the
Senobio Salazar of Guadalupita, Mora Church
League have been cancelled
county and John W. Norton of Capi-ta- for the season.
Lincoln county, notaries public.
Crushed Under Human Pile.
Back from Meeting.
Today, many persons are relatine
Deputy Insurance Commissions their experiences and giving details
Peter M. A. Lienau is back from a trip of narrow
when the madden
to Deleware and also to St. Paul ed crowd escapes,
dashed for the stairway.
where he attended a convention of in- One of the most thrilling is told by
surance commissioners.
Nellie Gibbs, 16 years old. When found
Territorial Selections.
in the pile at the door she was clingTerritorial land selections amount- ing to the lifeless form of her baby
ing to 9,593.91 acres in the White and sister. At the first alarm the oldest
Oscuro mountains have been filed by
the child by the hand, in
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien at the rush for the steps. The little one
the federal land office at Roswell.
stumbled and fell. Nellie stopped to
O'Brien on 'Alaska Commission.
pick her up. The moment's
delay
Thomas H. O'Brien, general man- was fatal, and both were swept to the
ager of the Dawson Fuel Company, bottom. Crushed under the heavy
mass .of humanity, the girl held tighta member of the constitutional
has been appointed by the ly to her sister, feeling all the while
secretary of the interior a member of that she1 was dying and not knowing
the federal commission of four to in- how soon her own end would come.
spect the coal fields of Alaska, prelim- She said she prayed all the time and
inary to congressional legislation. finally lost consciousness.
The commission will leave soon for
Alaska.
.
INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS
'
Looking for Ladies.
OF UNION ON THE WAV
.
A letter was received by the mounted police officers here requesting the They Will Seek to Meet Vice Presipolice to be on the lookout for two
dent Julius Krutschnltt of the
ladles who were seen at Farmington '
Harrlman Lines.
August 12 and about whom relatives in
Albuquerque are worried. The ladies (By Special Leased' Wire to New Mexican)
are Mrs. A. Snyder and Mrs. Deer
San Francisco, Cal., Ang. 28. Presfrom Morab, Utah. They are elderly ident E. L. Reguin of the Federation
and fears are entertained they met of Shop Employes of the Harriman
with some mishap.
lines, said today that all negotiations
with Julius Krutschnltt, the general
;? Postmaster in Trouble.
Donaciano Gonzales, postmaster at manager of these lines, now In the
San Ildefonso was before U. S .Com city, have been passed up by the offimissioner Melvin T. Dunlavy this cers of the International unions, who
are expected to arrive here tomormorning, charged with being short several hundred dollars in his accounts. row.
Inasmuch as Mr. Krutschnltt has
He waived an examination and was
said
that he would treat with the Inheld In $500 bond for the action of the
dividual
unions, Reguin said that he
, ;
grand Jury.
A postal Inspector recently passed would complicate the situation by
calling officially on Mr. Krutschnltt
through this region.
at this time.
' Arrested at 8an
' The International union officers repRafael,
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomes resent the five crafts composing the
is here from San Rafael, Valencia federation, and they will, according to
county where he arrested Fidel Ara-- . Reguin, handle the federation's at
gon, charged with assault with intent fairs.;
: to kill a man there
during a drunken
brawl. He was lodged in jail at San
Rafael. Mr. Gomes has rounded up a X SEVERAL KILLED IN
X
'
. bunch of stray horses down there and X.
A TRAIN RIOT. X
.1
X
given them to their owners.
X
Captain Fred Fornoff of the mount- X
X
Branchville, S. C, Aug. 28.
ed police has gone to Roswell.
X It was reported here this aft- - X
" "
'
.
Land Entries."
X ernoon that several persons X
;
The following were the land entries X were killed in a riot on a
at the local land office Saturday: CarCharleston & Western Carolina' SC
men Salas, Pablo Salas, Hilarlo; Pab- - X train near Yemassee, 8, C, to-- X
.
X day.
(Centinued on Page Five.) r
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chesterfield Court
Va.,
House,
Aug. 28. Suddenly, and without the
faintest intimation hitherto during
the trial, the prosecution today confronted Henry Clay Beattie with Mrs.
R. V. Owen,- mother of the woman he
is alleged to have murdered.
In a taxicab, ' whose arrival was
timed to coincide. exactly with the moment Sheriff Gill exhibited in the
court room the clothing worn by Beat-tie- ,
on the night of the murder, Mrs.
Owen came to Chesterfield, her presence in this vicinity having been a
well kept secret by the prosecution.
Dissipation Caused Unhappiness.
Quickly, and without the usual per-

(By Special Leased Wire to N"w Mexican)
El
Paso,
Texas, Aug. 28. L,
Guitierrez de Lara, former editor of a
Socialist paper in Los Angeles and
more recently a captain in Francis I.
Madero's insurrecto army, has been
jailed in Torreon on charges of assail
ing President Taft, King Alfonso of
Spain, and Emperor William of Ger
many, In recent public speeches. The
complaint is signed by local consuls
for the three countries.
In a speech at Torreon, De Lara,
speaking of President Taft, said: "He
i3 out for the cash and cares not for
oppressing the poor as long as he can
favor his rich friends."
,
Under the Diez regime, De Lara fled
into
incident
the
functory questions
troduction of a new witness, Prosecu- from Mexico where he had been a
tor Wendenberg questioned the wo- judge. Later he was arrested in Los
man as to "her knowledge of the do- Angeles but his extradition was demestic life of Beattie's, and brought nied.
to the surface a point intended as
relevant to the alleged motive for the ELEVEN ARCHITECTS WILL
DESIGN EXPOSITION BUILDINGS
murder namely, that Beattie's physical condition, due to dissipation, had
caused much unhappiness to his wife. They Will Pass Upon and Recommend
The witness said that on the night
to Board of Directors a
of the murder she had cautioned Mrs.
Uniform Plan.
Beattie not to go out alone with her
husband.
CBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican!
San Francisco, Cal., Aug. 28. The
The prosecution's1 idea for today
apparently was to prove that Beattie architectural commission of the Panamakilled his wife because of his fear that -Pacific
Exposition will consist of
his father might learn of his condition eleven architects, to be selected by
the president of the exposition com
and cut him off from the family.
pany. This decision was reached at
Judge Watson Surprised.
The testimony of Mrs. Owen took a meeting of the board of directors
and
public today.
Judge Watson as well as the crowd in At made
least three members will be se
the court house by surprise, and imlected from the United States at large.
mediately the court suggested a re- The
paragraph of the rules providing
cess and a conference with counsel
of both sides, jury and prisoners to for the general supervision of the con
discuss, further testimony along this struction of the buildings is as fol
isw
line. Mrs. Owen had come from Do- lows:
"It shall be the dutyTf the commis
ver, Del.,' last night, with her husband,
who accompanied her to the court sion to supervise the general scheme
room. She stepped from an automo- of the exposition, to pass upon and
bile into the court room and took the recommend the same to the board of
witness stand without a word being directors, and pass upon and approve
for the individual parts and elespoken, the customary announcement plans
of a witness by the sheriff being dis- ments, subject to the approval of the
board of directors. Jfo member of the
pensed with by previous plan of the
architectural
commiBsrfort, 'shall act as
his
The
raised
prosecution.
prisoner
head in surprise, recognized the wo- architect for any building, or group of
be erected by the expo
man, and his head, dropped. At first, buildings, to
he endeavored not to look in her di- sition company.
rection, but she spoke so feebly that
he found it necessary to join the row ADOLF WOLGAST WILL
FIGHT THRICE AT MILWAUKEE
of projecting heads on the bench to
-

hear her testimony.
Beattie Nervous.
y
Once he nervously whispered to
Lawyer Smith beside him: "Ask her
to speak louder; I can't hear." Mrs.
Owen is said to have been her daugh
ter's confidant, and is believed to
have known of Beattie's relations
with the Binford girl. On the stand,
Mrs. Owen told of how she arrived at
the Beattie home, on May 22, after
the birth of the Beattie child, on
May 21, and hinted at the tribulations of her daughter, caused by Beat-tie'- s
relations with the Binford girl.
Mrs. Owen sat calmly in the wit
ness chair, while her
hus
band fanned her..
Gowned In heavy black, a thick veil
gave only a partial glimpse of the wo
man's features.
When court recessed she was still
in the witness chair.
Suspected Beattie From Start.
It was learned that the prosecution
expected Mrs. Owen to testify, on
late today, that
from Henry Beattie, Jr.'s actions.,
when he brought his dead wife home,
him of the murder. Outside of the court room it was rumored
that Mrs. Owen even asked young
Beattie practically if he did not com
mit the deed.
gray-haire- d

n

BUFFALO VERNON IS
DEFEATED ON SUNDAY
Hugh Clark Wins Bet of $500 in Roping and Tying 8teer In Three ,
Minutes Six Seconds.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 28. World-fameBuffalo Vernon, who had the

d

reputation of being the greatest adept
living In handling wild steers, was de
feated at this place yesterday, the
day following the close of the frontier show, In a series of steer roping
and tying contests with Hugh Clark,
on a bet of $500. ' Each man roped
two steers and hog-tlethem. Vernon consumed four minutes and eight
while
seconds' in the performance,
Clark performed the feat in three
minutes and six seconds, winning the
money and the world's championship
by one minute and two seconds..
d

Meets Arranged With Packy
Matt
Wells and
"Knockout" Brown.
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican )
28. Lightweight
Chicago,
Aug.
Champion Adolf Wolgast is to fight
three times in Milwaukee during the
next few months. Frank Mulkern, the
promoter of the
contest, which he expects to stage on
September 15, made this announce
ment last night.
Mulkern secured the champion's
consent to the trio of matches, and
they have agreed on the two opponents, aside from McFarland. The
other men who will face Wolgast in
encounters aTe Matt Wells,
champion of England, and "Knockout"
Brown of New York.
One of the
fights wil be put on some time in Oc

(Br

Wolgast-McFarlan-

d

tober and the other about the first
of the year. It Is understood that
Packy McFarland has decided to call
off his proposed fight with Leo Kelly
In St. Louis on Labor day.
v

FUNERAL INSTEAD
OF

HAIfET

Two Lives Sacrificed In Elgin
Illinois, Trophy Event
Saturday
(

'

.

Mi

AUTOS IN

PROCESSION

Arrangements for Festivities to
Close Racing Have Been
Canceled.

(Ey Special Leaaea Wire to New Mexican)
Madrid, Aug. 28. Dispatches received today from Las Palmas, Canary Islands, say that the 500 Spanish
soldiers are making preparations to
embark tomorrow on the transport
'Almirale Lobo to occupy Sainte Croix
la Minuro, on the Moroccan coast to
the south of Agadir, where the arrival last July of the German warship
Panther stirred up the present international dispute over Morocco.
The news reporting the movement
of a Spanish force to Southern Morocco has not yet been elucidated, but
should it be confirmed, it is expected
further to complicate the .Moroccan
problems, over which negotiations are
in progress by Jules Cambon, the
French
ambassador at Berlin, and
Herr Von Kidderlein-Waschtethe
German foreign secretary.

(By Special Leased TVIre to New Mexican,
Chicago, Aug. 2S. Whether 12,000
shopmen employed by the transcontinental railroads will strike or remain
at work will, it is said, be forecasted
by the outcome of a conference scheduled to be held today between the railroad officials and a committee representing the federated shop employes.
President McClary and a committee
representing the employes' organizations arrived in the city and prepared
to hold a series of conferences with
Vice President Park and General Manager Foley of the Illinois Central.
Must Recognize Federation.
The labor leaders, it is said,, will insist that the railroad recognize the
recently organized federated body of
shopmen, which includes every craft
in the mechanical department.
These officials have been dealing
with the individual unions and do not
PRICES IMPROVED DECIDEDLY
desire to change this method of con
ON WALL STREET ference.
General Manager Foley of the Illi
But There Was a Recession
at nois Central, when seen at noon toNoon, When Canadian Pacific
day, said:
"I hav'e not heard from the repreDropped Three Points.
sentatives of our shopmen, but I am
(By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican) informed they are in the city 'and will
New York, Aug. 28. With no appar- call on the officials of
the railroad
ent change in the financial situation, later.
to which a revival of the speculative
"There are no new developments in
sentiment could be traced, prices im- the situation thus far, and I don't
proved decidedly during the morning expect any until after we have consession on the Stock Exchange.
A ferred with the
representatives of the
decline of three points in Canadian union."
Pacific, due probably to foreign sell
Empowered to Call Strike.
ing, stopped the upward movement
President
McClary of the Federashortly before noon, and the entire tion of
Employes of the Illinois Cenlist reacted, Union Pacific, Reading,
United States Steel and Amalgamated tral said:
"We have as members of our execCopper falling back a point or more.
The recessions generally were ntot utive committee three grand lodge ofsufficient to' cancel the earlier gains ficials, and by virtue of this we are
to call a strike should no
entirely. The firmness shown by the empowered be reached in our confermarket was ascribed to the improved agreement
labor situation as well as to short ence with the Illinois Central officials."
covering.
At 2. o'clock this afternoon the
Bonds were irregular.
labor men had not called on the railBulls Best Bears.
officials.
New York, Aug. 28. Trading was road
on a very small scale during the late
afternoon, hut the market displayed a LUCY LEE SWOPE ELOPES
'WITH BUSINESSMAN.
good undertone, the list rising to the
high prices of the forenoon, or above.
The weakness at midday was at- Traveling Salesman of Denver Goes
Wi.) Her From Colorado
tributed to a vigorous bear attack,
which was abandoned when support-iSprings to Pueblo.
orders were placed.
' The
(By Special Leased Vnre to New Mexican)
market closed firm.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 28.
exPrices fluctuated to within an
Lee Swope, niece of Colonel
tremely narrow range in the closing Lucy
hours. The bulls seemed content with Thomas H. Swope, the murdered Kantoday's results, which showed pretty sas millionaire, who has been spendgenerally advances of 1 and 2 points, ing some time in this city, eloped yesand the bears, after being repulsed terday with W. H, Byrne, a former
several times, were disposed to await Kansas City businessman, who is no
a more opportune time for hammer- a traveling salesman living at Denver. The couple went to Pueblo,
ing the market.
where they were married and returned
Closing Quotations.
here last evening.
New York, Aug. 28. Prime1 paper,
Testified in Hyde Trial.
4
per cent; Mexican dollars,' 45;
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 28. Lucy
cent.
call money steady 2
per
Lee Swope, who elopeu from Colorado
Amalgamated, 58
sugar, 114 bid; Springs yesterJay with W. B. Byrne,
Great Northern, was one of the
Atchison, 103
witnesses in
New York Central, the trial of . principal
pfd., 121
B. C. Hyde, here last
103
Northern Pacific, 115
year for the murder of Colonel
Southern Pacific, Swope.
Reading, 141
109
Union Pacific, 168
steel,
She was in Europe shortly before an
70
steel pfd., 114
epidemic of typhoid broke out in the
111.,
28.
Butter firm, at Swope family. On her return, Dr.
Aug.
Elgin,
26c; sales, 839,800 pounds.
Hyde accompanied her home from
New York. She was stricken with tyLOS ANGELES TO HAVE
phoid soon after her arrival. The
ROLLER SKATING SQUAD. prosecution attempted to show that
typhoid germs had been administered
Will Check Up Violations of Speed to her In a. cup of water which Dr.
Law Heavyweights Make the.
Hyde gave her on the train. ,v
Mrs. Byrne is expected to testify
Beet Time,
at the second trial of Dr. Hyde here
: (By Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican) next October.
Los Angeles, Calif.. Ami. 28. If ex
periments now being conducted prove TRIPLE MURDERER ENJOYS
successiu.i los Angeles will be the
NOTORIETY OF HIS DEED.
first city in the land to have a roller
skate sauad on its nolice force. The William Lee Confessed
That He Killed
experiments ere being conducted un
His Father, Mother
der
of Chief Sebastian,
and Brother.
aided by several heavyweight officers.
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The skate used ia a new model pro- (By Special
Jeffersonville, Ind., Aug., 28. Many
pelled by a peculiar movement of the newspaper correspondents and photofoot. Heavyweight nolicemen aniwar
to see William
to have the advantage over the light graphers tried today
slayer of his fathmen as weight is one of the requisites Lee,
for BDeed In usine th now aba to er, mother end brother at Booneville,
ofInd., but the Indiana
It. Is declared a
d
officer can ficials refused to allow reformatory
Lee to be seen,
attain a speed of nearly 30 miles an as the court has ordered
that he be
hour. Because of accidents to the mo
in
confinement.
kept
solitary
tor cycle squad the new skate, aonad
Lee retired early last night and
may be used to suppress violations of
slept soupdly until he was awakened
the speed ordinance.
for breakfast. He has
this
r,

n
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Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, Aug. 28. A funeral, .instead of a banquet, will constitute the
Chicago Motor Club's observance of
the close of the Elgin races.
CARDINAL MERRY Del VAL
All arrangements for a celebration
NOW GETS HI3 VACATION
this evening have been cancelled, and
plans made for the funeral of ."Dave" Pope Pius Is Much Better, and Re
Buck, the racing driver, "whose life
ceives In Audience Cardinal
was sacrificed in the Elgin National
Vannutelll and Others.

(Br

HENWOOD'S MOTION FOR
NEW TRIAL GOES OVER. trophy event last Saturday:"

1

V

The club had planned a. banquet,
with
the score pf drivers who particiNew
Mexican)
(By Special Leased Wire to
pated in the meet as guests of honor,
Denver, Colo., Aug. 28 The motion but the
occasion which the club
for a new trial for Harold F. Henwood membersonly
now are asked to take part
convicted of second degree murder for in is an
automobile
funeral from
the killing of George E. Copeland the Grace Episcopal church.
night of May 24th last, while shooting
It Is expected that the longest line
at S. L. Von Phul, the St. Louis bal- of automobiles
ever seen In a funeral
hoof
a
loonist In the barroom
local
procession will follow the body, r
tel, was today put over until the Sep
The body of Samuel Jacobs-- , Buck's
tember term of court. Henwood was mechanician, who also was killed, will
not In court
be sent to his sister in Cincinnati.

(By Special Leaa4 Wire to New Mexican)
A HP 98
Rome
Pnni IHni thla
morning received in audience Cardinal Seraphin Vannutelll, grand plenipotentiary of the Holy Catholic
cnurcn, ana also tne Most Rev. Martin Trltschler y Cordova. Archbishop
of Yucatan. Cardinal Merry del Val,
the nannl gncretarv nf otofo iui
clined his vacation during the Illness
of the pope, today went to Mount Mario, where he will stay for the remainder of the summer.

a.

s

t

morning
not made any confession since the one
he made to the officers while he was
confined in the Jail at Evansvllle,
when he said he believed his parents
Intended killing him and thought he
would "beat the old man to It."
. Those who have been
guarding him
say Lee appears to enjoy the notoriety
that has come to him.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Columbia, S., C, Aug. 2S. The severe storm which struck Charleston
and Savannah last night seems to be
centering in the same locality today.
Indications are that It is moving northward.
Both cities were completely cut off
from communication with the outside
world today and It is therefore impossible to ascertain the extent of the
damage wrought by the storm.
Charleston Flooded.
A message this afternoon from
Branchville, 70 miles from Charleston,
states there is three feet of water in
the Charleston union station, partially

confirming earlier reports
that
Charleston was menaced by a flood.
The message also says no train have
left Charleston Blnce 8 o'clock last
night.
At 11 o'clock. Southern Railway of-- f:
:als were advised from Summerville,
20 miles north of Charleston, that water had flooded the Charleston union
.

station.

Train Tied Up.
The Southern Railway passenger
train due to leave Charleston at 3:20
a m., and scheduled to arrive here at
6:55, had not left Charleston.
The Atlantic CoaBt line has no telegraphic
communication with Charleston, but
does not expect a train from there before six hours et the earliest
V Telegraph Lines Down.
Washington. D. C. Aue. 28. No re
ports were available at the weather
ureau as to the intensity or th dir
ection of movemeht of the storm that
broke on the South Carolina coast yes
terday. Up to noon today, the weath
er bureau officials had been unable
to get into touch with' either Charleston or Savannah and the commercial
telegraph companies promised no im
mediate assistance.
Storm Moves Northward.
The most recent reports indicate
that the storm Is still central over
South Carolina near the coast The
prediction is made that it will move
northward inside the coast line. Previous storms of a similar character
have generally lost intensity as they
passed to the interior of the country.
Wind, rain and showers are predicted
by the weather bureau for the interior
districts east of the Mississippi as an
outgrowth of the southern storm.
Storm warnings were ordered (lis.
played on the Atlantic Coast from Fort
Monroe, Va., to Jacksonville, Florida.
Storm Spent Its Fury.
Savannah. Go... Auc. 28. The storm
which began early last night along the
South Atlantic coast spent its "fury
soon after daybreak and had Dassed
about 9 o'clock this morning.
Great
damage was done within the city, but
apparently little harm was done to
shipping in Savannah harbor, ample
warnings of the storm approach having been given shipmasters by the
weather bureau to make their vessels

safe.

The streets are filled with debris
consisting principally of uprooted
trees. Street car service is tied up.
As far as known, there has been no
loss of life in this vinlcity due to the
storm. Reports are lacking, from the
islands, adjacent to Savan.
nah which are inhabited principally by
low-lyin- g

negroes.

Cotton Crop Damaged.
The cotton crop within a radius of
fifty miles of Savannah undoubtedlv
has Buffered severe damage.
The revenue cutter Yamacraw la on
the alert in the harbor but so far no
calls for assistance have reached the
vessel by wireless
Reports from Tybee Beach indicate
that everything there is safe.
No Loss of Life.
Augusta. Ga.. Aue. 28. A
message from Ridgeville,
thirty-onmiles from Charleston, sava th wind
in Charleston at 11 o'clock this morn
ing was blowing between 60 and 70
miles an hour and considerable da-age had been done along" the water
iront, nut people who returned from
Charleston
this afternoon, leaving
there during the night, report no loss
of life.
Highest Since Tidal Wave.
People on the Isle of Pines and Snl.
livans Island, were warned In time
yesterday afternoon to escape. Along
me nai Dor iront in Charleston tB wa
ter is the highest seen there since
the tidal wave in 1886. .
Navy Department Anxious.
Washington, D C, Aug- - 28. No
word has reached the navy dnart.
ment today from Charleston, S. C., and
it is believed here that wireless coai- munication has been cut off. The de
n.

partment has Instructed the coast sta
tions to endeavor to rat in tnnh
X
X ss
X
xs" the Charleston navy yard.
x There are a number of naval
$ 8IX DIE IN A
X
CANADIAN WRECK X In Charleston harbor Inoinriw
.oi
lier, four submarine, two destroyers
X
St. Paul, Minn, Aug. 28. It X ana iourteen reserve
torpedo boats. ,
X is reported here that six per-- . X
X sons have been killed In a rail- - X
Fire at Las Veaaa Flw at
X road wreck in Canada.
x Vegas yesterday gutted the paintshop
Details are lacking. .'
X
x of the Santa
Fe. The lose ia about
"
XKXXXJfcXXXJSXXXXXX $5,000.
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IN TUDOR TIMES.
By Alanson Tucker Schuman.
In Tudor times, when Bess was queen,
and wrinkled, roughed
and lean,
She trifled with her courtiers gay.
And, plotting precious lives away,
She strove her cruelty to screen.
Such bards as they have never been:
One William Shakespeare walked thej
scene!
Ben Johnson held unchallenged
sway
In Tudor times.

The Little Store

Red-haire- d

The Best I Know In Every Loaf"

WE

TICKET8 WITH

REGISTER
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r
v.

C
Santa Fe.

Telephone

ALL

No. 40.

CASH

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Black.

Ro-del-

AROUND THE ST1TE
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been
and therefore needed
law by practicing not a performed,
Mexico medical
second marriage license.
medicine without a license. Aycock
was advertising a cure for tubercuENOOUGH LUMBER TO

Old Landmark to Pass Away.
losis.
WEATHERBOARD UNIVERSE
The famous Sheridan place at Albu
make
to
down
torn
be
to
Is
querque
"Success in Failure."
San Antonio, Texas, August 28
way for a modern $10,000 residence.
John Fielding, Jr., formerly of Sun- That the late John W.'
mount, and who went from here to (Special)saw
Gates
the great possibilities in
WE WANT ALL OF THE "BOY BLUES," AND THE GIRLS TOO,
Fire at Tucumcari.
to
and
thence
El
has,
Paso,
Moriarity
Texas as soon as he came to this
TO TRADE WITH US. WE HAVE MANY
THINGS FOR THEM;
Fire on Friday afternoon destroyed
POCKET KNIVES, LITTLE WAGONS, BALLS AND BATS OH,
the residence of G. C. Andrews at Tu- entitled "Success in Failure," and "tate some years ago as the agent of
a barbed wire company, is emphasized
LOTS AND LOTS OF THINGS.
cumcari.
which describes the career of a dry- IN
THE BOYS AND GIRLS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
by his remark to an. old citizen now
OUR
like
community
Moriarity.
farming
a resident of San Antonio. This oldt
STORE; AND "A BOY CAN BUY FROM US JUST AS CHEAP AS
Jose Furnished Bail.
could
citizen was complaining that he
A MAN."
Jose Corona furnished $500 tail at
Drank Themselves to Death.
only make a living there.
El Paso for flourishing deadly weapRobert Organ and William Miller
"Make a living," said Gates, "Any
Wood-Davi- s
Co.
on and was released from jail.
were found dead in bed in their cabin man can
rich here in ten years."
get
at West Prescott, Ariz. A large can
"I've
old
the
Well."
said
citizen,
Wiliams Defeats Prohibition.
If It Hardware We Have IL
Phone 14.
Phone 14
they had drained of beer stood aside jbeen hgre more tnan ten yeara and
By the narrow margin of 36 votes in or tneir oea, ana it is oeiievea mai
have t t
a total of 550 votes cas--- , Williams, Arthe beer absorbed lead from the ves"Perhaps not," remarked Gates,
izona, has' rejected Prohibition.
sel from hich it had been drained, "wealth does not hunt one up and
spring on from some unseen angle.
Careless Irrigation.
Bridge Washed Out
FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
Oue has to be constantly on the trail,
Manuel Mestas was sent to jail for
A
in the Bad Lands, 12 miles ana since there are so many trails
thirty days at Old Albuquerque, for east bridge
of Tucumcari, Quay county, on leading in the right direction in Tex-th- e
MEXICAN HATS
flooding the highway while irrigatTucumcari-Memphi- s
railroad, aS( jf you wm keep an eye on me I'll
ing.
was washed out, and four miles, of show how the trick is turned."
New and Full Assortment of Unique Sao Juan Potter;
the El Paso and Southwestern at Mon-- j
Some years later when Gates
Liahtnina Strikes Haystacks.
...
Artistic
Latest in Hand Color- Quay county, are reported In bad came heavily Interested in the lumLightning struck two haystacks of
Post Cards.
account
on
rains
of
the
ing
In
of
the
x
eastern
Framing.
heavy
business
the
Der
shape
part
Frisbv Irwin, near Moriarty, Tor
of rain'gtata some one said to him: "You
rance county, and they went up In of last week. Five inches
fell last week at Tucumcari.
can not make the lumber business go
smoke.
Curio
here since there Is no means, of ship
Mexico
Members.
New
it."
ping
Oil Land at Algodones Sold.
San Francisco Street.
"Never mind," remarked Gates,
The following are members of the
A. Montoya and other parties at AI
and
to
from
a
I'll make place
ship it
godones, Sandoval county, have sold national advisory board for the apple
Alexander Gusdorf, then I'll show you that there Is lum1,700. acTes at 20 an acre of oil lands, show at Denver:
Taos; H. J. Hagerman, Roswell; M. ber enough in East Texas to weatherto a new syndicate.
Peterson, Costilla; M. W. Mills, board the universe."
Some time after that he met the old
Sued on Account.
Springer; H. L. Pollard, Espanola; C.
to whom he had talked about
man
H.
McHenry, Farmington.
Gross Kelly, & Co., have brought
rich when he first came to
getting
suit at Albuquerque, against Melcor
Texas.
Church War Causes Murder.
Silva of Socorro, for $300, on which
: : WHEN YOU CAN OET THE : :
"I hear you are making It go," said
$50.67 had been paid.
A church fight at Ashburn, Georgia,
resulted In J. M. Lawson, a deacon, the old man, "and that you are real
rich as you said you would."
White Slavers In Toils.
being shot and killed by R. G. Whid-de- ly getting
All
"Making It go," remarked the man
of
Mattle Hannell, Grace Rogers and
another deacon, who had come to
Julia Hernandez were arrested at So- shoot and kill the pastor, Dev. Dun- who saw possibilities. "Dam it!
Ale
are making me go.
Things
Hijch
corro for violating the federal White can Massie.
Whidden, who had things
come so easily here that I am conSlave Law.
bought himself a coffin on Saturday,
D
elivered
to
house.
Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
your
then went to his home and killed him-se- stantly on the dodge to keep from
owning the whole state of Texas. It's
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
Chicken Pox at Capitan.
No
the easiest game I ever played.
What were at first reported as
SANTA
odds what kind of a hand one has if
MINERAL
CO.
Drink Cost Widow $1,000.
smallpox cases at Capitan, Lincoln
he bets stiff enough he'll win."
county, are declared by County Health
Because J. J. Galvin of Kansas City
Officer Paden to be merely, virulent took a drink of liquor in violation of
cases of chickenpox.
his pledge to the Knights of Father
Mathew, a Roman Catholic order, the WOOD' YS HACK LINE
WHOLESALE
Fiesta of San Augustine.
order refuses to pay a fl.OOO Insur
AND RETAIL
The Pueblo Indians of Isleta, Berna ance policy to the widow. Galvin had
Prom
lillo county, are celebrating the fiesta been a member of the order nine
RATON
of San Augustine today with the ante years, and died from a fall from Ms
BARRANCA TO TAOS
YANKEE
lope dance.
wagon.

,,,

Don't forget our bread

Six Big Loaves for 25c.
191

QUICK IN RESULTS

Hardware

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

Phone,

-

j

Oilthevery bestand Sardines,

These lines are like home to us.

TONIC IN ACTION

VMMtllllll

PURCHASES.

GOOD EATING!
Imported

this afternoon.

1

TRY IT

Southern Corner Plaza.

Foley Kidney Pills

Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
Killed in Drunken Row.
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
Mateo Pedraza had his skull crushed
with an axe during a drunken row RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
at Senecu, a few miles below El Paso KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
on the Rio Grande. He was aged 65 BLADDER and all
annoying URINARY
a
years while his assailant, Antonio
A positive boon to
IRREGULARITIES.
is 60 and cannot be found.
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
Appeal From Probate Court.
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
Matilda Schuyler, administratrix of
For sale by all druggists.
death
in
serene,
D.
And Mary Stuart,
the estate of the late Harmon
-- i.
..
IV
,7
r
.
clean
conscience
I wonder was her
I A1UUV.-OUUU,
Texaa
married by a jug.
ha(j J,
Of Darnley's murder who shall que from a decision of the probate Uce
tne
e
EJ
Qn Au.
court allowing John A Sweeney a
say?
but des,red ag(
t
haye a
as
It
may,
be
and
claim
of
interest
conjecture
$1,500
But,
against cnurcn marri
Distrlct Attorney
The axe was bloody and kept keen
In Tudor times.
7.
.
against Father Vandermaessen dis- wi
J, ! Me,dlcal Law'
as the father had merely
missed,
,
,1
F. Aycock was arrested
flpmo,' mnrr,a,
voH

DENVER BREAD

INTER

suspected of robbing cars. A cache
with the stolen goods was discovered.
Giron had a hearing at Albuquerque
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RETAIL

&

WHOLESALE

Santa Fe Trail

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
For INTERNATIONAL

Sole Agent

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package

ALFALFA SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

PIAN05

--

Phone Black

45

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers In New Mexico

Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lans.

and Arizona.

Co.

Learnard-Llndeman- n

Why Import Mineral Water ?

PIANOS

Y.

A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective plane
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema- n
Co. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Interior PI aye? Pianos, and many more than half way In making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple and satThis firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.

Schiller.
Victor
Jesse-Frenc-

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers

:;

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

CO.
:: Established

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Building-

Standard Peach and Apple Boxes.
The price is right.

Near Union Depot

PHONE, RED 100.

Wednesday, September

SEND YOUR ORDERS TO

F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N. M.

436 Canon Road.

Phone

19

Black.

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
w

Srsiof
Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

-

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

W. H. KERR
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to eall tor
yeur laundry on Mondays and Tues-

days and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work la guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed
your shirts without extra charge.

,....

until tried, although the American authorities are trying hard to have the PHONE RED
American gamblers released on bail.

6.

Screened

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
Station.

122

PHONE RED 122

Restaurant

FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
AND PEAR BOXES

FRANK

Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Painter Badly Burned.
Colonel D. C. Whitney, a pioneer of
Priest at Las Cruces Arrested.
Silver City, and a painter by trade,
was badly burned while melting par
Jesus Nevarrez,
deputy probate
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
affins and gasoline on a bed of hot clerk of Dona Ana county, had Rev.
coals. '
Father Vandermaessen, of the CathoLa Salle
lic Parish church at Las Cruces, arThrew Sweetheart Overboard.
rested, for marrying Mr. and Mrs.
CHAS. OANM, Prop.
Because Grace Lyons, or Chicago Katzenstein according to the rites of
TeleptKMM 11.
broke her promise of marriage to him, the church, without requiring them to
Walter Hopper of Philadelphia threw show a marriage license. The Katz Two Doors Below F. Andrews Stow.
her overboard from the steamer Purl ensteins had taken out a license in Regular Meals 25 Cents
tan, on Lake Michigan, and she was
Shert Order at aH Hoars
drowned. Hopper was arrested.
HOWS THIS?
BOARD BY THE WEEK t&OO
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- franca Noodle Order 20c a
Beat Up the Old Woman.
dish
Pedro Estrada, already arrested ward for any case of Catarrh that canNew York Ckoe Sue? IQe.
twice for assault, was rearrested at not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
k A A A A A A A A A A AAA
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
El Paso because he made a rough
house at his home, after declaring We, the undersigned, have known F.
that he "would beat up the old J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable in all
woman."

FRUIT BOXES

WATER

Wood

x

Oet your order in.

FE

THE

Charged With Murder.
Twenty-Seve- n
Gamblers Held.
Isabel Ruiz was arrested at El Paso The trial of
Juan N. Medina
Mayor
for the murder of Miguel Villa, who
and twenty-sigamblers arrested by
was. shot through the heart in
General Orozco at Juarez, will take
drunken, fight
place at Chihuahua and will take sev
eral months. Mayor Medina, who was
Medical Association at Las Vegas.
The New Mexico State Medical As arrested for not enforcing the law
sociation will meet in annual session against gambling, was released on bail,
at Las Vegas for four days, beginning but the gamblers must remain in jail

FRUIT BOXES
333 HICKOX STREET,

f.

r.

Materials Dawson Coal.

Those Famous Flagstaff

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Ball Ginger
Special

Passed Confederate Bill.
Fourth Murder in August.
Nicanor Reyes was arrested at El
The fourth murder to be committed
Paso for passing a confederate bill on this month in New Mexico is reported
Luciano .fonce. The bill was passed from Carlsbpd, Eddy county, where
over a game of cards.
Charles Dawson, a train porter, shot
and killed George Hargraves, another
Death of
porter, whom, he found with Mrs.
W. M. Taylor, a well known pioneer Dawson, in the Dawson home. Har
of the Mimbres valley, In Grant coun graves was shot five times, in the
ty, died at the home of his son breast, heart and temple. Dawson surJudge W. M. Taylor, at Douglas, Ariz rendered to the officers.

1900

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

-

Company

CAD

CAIE

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valfcy with the Very Best of water
rjfhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
1

Uli JALL

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Baggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

.

.

C&L 'Phone 9

Wkefl in Reed of Anyfhhtr
in Hie LtVESY LINE,
Drivers Firnifibed.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Don Caspar Ave.

.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to
B. P. Williams

Drowned in Pajarito Creek.
Miss Mary Lee Klsner was drowned
while trying to cross Pajarito creek,
near Tucumcari. She slipped on
rock on which she was standing and
fell headlong into the water.

have purchased the entire stock of horses and
equipment
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It as aformerly
FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of
day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

Phone 139 Red

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST

Santa

F.

m
N ...
...

2

Imperial Laundry

business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
'.
by his firm.
For Best Laundry Work
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
Agency at 6. K. Barber Shop.
per bottle. Jold by all Druggists.
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- ;

,

-

Broke Seal of Car.
Jose Giron of Isleta was arrested by
special Santa Fe officers for breaking
the seals of freight cars and being pation.

1

Phone Red

No. 23.

Phone, Red Ne.21

iilW1li'1IIWHdi

FIRST CLAS5 HACK SERVICE
For: Mrs at rsptKar arlsss

centers

back

lke
PM

Buajlas and saddle harass.

Mask

UECDc:Eaaict,rVer
1M.

, MONDAY,

FIRST TO COVER

TRAILjN MOTOR
Dean Williams of Missouri
University Arrived Here
Saturday

IDE

TRIP
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"And Despite Hardships I Have
Enjoyed Every Mile Of
It" He Says.
The first man in the world to go
over the entire Santa Fe trail ia an
automobile is here:
His name is Dr. Walter Williams,
dean ol the School of Journalism of
Missouri University at Columbia, Mo.,
and a noted newspaper man and magazine writer, and who will be the noted historian of this famous trail which
begins in Old Franklin, Mo., and ends
In Santa Fe, N. M.
Dr. Williams, accompanied

by Mrs.

trail route.
Talked With Pioneer.
While on his way Dean Williams
stopped at every city and town and
gathered data and information relative to the trail. At Las Animas he
had the pleasure of meeting the only
man alive today who was with Kit
Carson, the great pathfinder, when he
died. Kit Carson it will be remembered, was taken by his parents in
1810 from Kentucky to Howard county. Mo., and will figure prominently
in Dr. Williams' story of the trail.
This story by the way will consist
of articles which will appear fh twenty or more daily papers and will be
gathered end repolished and then put
in boo1; form as a history of this famous trail.
It is an enviable distinction that Dr.
Williams hag, that of being the first
man to cross the entire trail by" the
popular means of locomotion of the
day, in striking contrast to the slow
wagon method of the bygone years.
Brings Letters.
Dr. Williams brought with him letters of introduction from the mayor of
Old Franklin, Mo., where the trail
begins, to Mayor Arthur Seligman of
Santa Fe, where the trail ends; from
the governor of Missouri to the governor of New Mexico and Trom the state
white-toppe-

d

ticularly the Santa Fe Trail as a part ALTITUDES IN SOUTHERN
a great transcontinental highway.
STATES BY U. S. SURVEY.

of

"He Comes."
Speaking of the arrival of this historian, a Colorado editor thus eloquently introduces him:
"He comes not as a pioneer, bat as
a chronicler over a
trail,
over mountain and plain, from Bunrise
to sunset, to mark for the generations
a route, over which, decades ago moved the caravans of white-tonpewag-i.n- s
bringing the men and women anl
of the desert and the wilderness to
time-dimme- d

d

plant a permanent civilization where
the buffalo roamed and which the Indians had claimed as their own. He
comes to inscribe upon imperishable
prints the history of our sires, who
suffering much, settled on the desolation
and snow-swebuilding from nature's nothingness
cities that have become habitations
of a free, happy and prosperous people whose hills have yielded wealth in
metal, whose fields have yielded food
for man, and whose streams have been
harnessed to develop industries.
"He comes a simple man a student. He sees a smiling landscape
flower-scenteunder heavens blue
the land of today, rich in promise,
gestant with opportunity. Over the
hogbacks he sees a new southwest, a
land of gold harvests. Through the
d

d
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mines and

lish claim to the land above described,
before the register or receiver, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M-- , on the
14th day of September, 1911.

Notice for Publication.
Not coal land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

mm

The United States Geological Survey has Just issued Bulletin 458, containing the "Results of Spirit LevelGrant County.
and
ing In Arkansas, Louisiana,
Twenty-fiv- e
cars of ore were shipMississippi, 1896 to 1909," under the ped last week from
Lordsburg.
j direction
of R. B. Marshall,
chief J. W.
McAlpine, secretary and treas'
This is one of a series urer of the
geographer.
United States Copper Comof such reports, the elevations
of
pany owning the famous Philadelphia
dein
States
these
many points
being
mine at Hanover arrived in the
termined accurately in connection copperthis week
accompanied by L. L.
with the topographic mapping done city
Pierron of
it is ex- Rones of Belgium, Wis., and Chas. D.
by the Geological Survey.
large stockhold
plained that while the topographic ( ers in theMilwaukee,
new company. The party
maps give approximate elevations were met
by Frank C. Bell of Pinos
only, to the nearest foot, the figures
in the bulletins on spirit leveling are Altos, another large stockholder and
given to the third decimal place. For taken to Hanover, .where they thorany class of work requiring accuracy oughly inspected the property. Messrs.
that may be undertaken by surveyors Pierron and Hones left Tuesday evenand engineers this report should ing for their respective homes, highly
pleased with the results of their visprove of value.
e outlook for the comThe highest points in Arkansas, it and with
Louisiana and Mississippi thus far pany. As a result of the visit of these
marked by the survey anil noted In stockholders and J;r. McAlpine, it Is
(announced that a campaign of pros
the bulletin are as follows:
Arkansas Harrison
quadrangle: pecting by means of churn drills will
T. 16 N., R. 23 W., in NE.
sec. 22, be further inaugurated this fall. Meannortheast corner of crossroads, 100 while the Philadelphia wii, be further
yards north of the cahin of J. C. Pat- developed by sinking and drifting. The
ty, 5 feet south of black oak tree, in United States Copper Company was orstone 2.5 by 1 by 4 feet; bronze tablet ganized last spring In Milwaukee with
stamped "2230 FTVL" 2,2:10.385 feet. a capital of $500,000, shares par value
Louisiana, Bayou Sara (juadrangle: of $1.00 each. The company owns six- -

July

Claimant names as witnesses:

29,1911.

Can-did-

9733-07C5-
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ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR INSTITUTION IN
THE SOUTHWEST

4

COURSES-COMMERC-

LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC

IAL,

Preparatory Courses from Separate Departments
Send for Prospectus
Boarding and Day Students.

Academic and

Studies Resumed
September 5th.

BROTHER

EOWIRD, PRES.

New Mexico Military

J

i

.;

Williams, his son Moss Williams and
his secretary Miss Quinn, reached
"the end of the trail" at 5:30 p. m.,
Saturday, after having been out Just
two weeks.
He started on this famous Journey

at La Junta, Colo., and has finished the tour in an E. M. F. The car
is driven by George Lackey.
down

Despite

the

Mardships.

"I have enjoyed every mile of the
trip," said Dr. Williams today, "and
this In spite of the bad roads. I shall
be frank about this road matter
there is much room for Improvement."
And it is this very improvement
that his trip over the trail may lead
to, for it is hoped by many that eventually a transcontinental highway will
be established to follow the Santa Fe

TtET

--

O

V

l

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

SB

--

The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitupartment as "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the

regent of the Daughters of the Ameri- mist of years, he sees a rugged trail
can Revolution in Missouri, Mrs. John
the trail of the pioneers. The brokVan Brunt to the state regent of this en wrecks of many a prairie schooner,
order, in New Mexico, Mrs. L. Brad- rises to view and the bones of many
ford Prince.
an
emigrant bleaching on the
Mr. Williams called on the mayor desert, long since a prey to coyotes.
and the governor this morning and He hears the clatter of buffalo hoofs,
will probably call on Mrs. Prince this the whoop of redskins circling in red
afternoon.
He will spend a day or lines about little groups of settlers.
two in this city and then go to Taos The smell of fresh blood greets him,
where the ashes of Kit Carson repose. mingling with the alkali.
"The past rises before him with Its
He will then return home and write
his articles on this memorable trail, romance the present with its realhandling the subject In three phases: ities and the future with its hope and
first, the history and romance of the promise.
"And resting here, the historian of
original old Santa Fe trail from its beginning to its end; second: the pres- today remarks: 'It is well"
ent condition of the trail and the counNew Paper at Corona.
try through which it passes as comparAllen Barrett of the Estancla Dally
ed with the early day; third, the good Herald intends to establish a paper at
roads proposition in the concrete, par- - Corona, Lincoln county.

Norwood, at northeast corner of D. C. ty acres in the Hanover district adNorwood's warehouse and store. In joining the famous Santa Rita mines
north wall: bronze tablet stamped and are certainly in good company as
"312 BR" 312.626 feet.
they, are surrounded by property of
the Chino Company, the Phelps Dodge
Mississippi, Iuka quadrangle: Iuka,
2.2 miles south of, 400 feet south of Company, C. F. & I. Company and
house, in root of large oak tree, cop- others. The Philadelphia is well season.
with modern steam and gasoFourteen Officers and Instructors,
per nail marked: "598" 597,974 feet. equipped
line plants, machinery buildings, black- all
graduates from standard eastern
This report contains descriptions smith
shops, warehouse and a splendid colleges.
Ten buildings, throughly
of about 1,200 such points in ArkanThe assaying outfit and office equipment. furnished, heated, lighted and modern
sas, Louisiana and Mississippi.
Silver City Enterprise,
m all respects.
elevations stated are elevations above
San Miguel County.
REGENTS
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
mean sea level that Is, the level the
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
Frank Blanchard has been engaged
sea would assume if the influence of
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
tides and winds were eliminated.
by Don Margarito Romero to take
W ,M. ATKINSON, Secretary.
These topographic maps
may Charge of the development work on
and W. A. FINLEY.
be obtained on application to the bis copper mine near EI Porvenir. Mr.
Director of the Geological Survey at Blanchard will take charge early next For particulars and Illustrated ca
Washington, D. C, for 5 cents each or month. He is an experienced miner talogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
The bulletin may be: and expects, to push the work at a
?3 a hundred.
obtained free on request
rapid pace. Mr. Blanchard intends to
Superintendent
resume work in the shaft, which will
it was started some time ago.
,rni intersect
He has explored the mine and has
'found ore in sufficient quantities to
make such a course advantageous.
Work on the tunnel will be continued.
Additional shifts will be at work. Las
Vegas Optic.
Sierra County,
!
Fred Hiltscher came in Sunday from
the Placers. While here he showed
us some gold threshed out by the Hilt-- ;
DON'T FAIL TO MAKE YOUR POOR,
scher Bros, dry pulverizing plant. The
metal varies in size from coarse gold
ACHING
GLAD, TOO !
to
nuggets, and as far as
have
on
carried
their work they
they
We have just received a large shipment of our new Fall
.have ground that yields fifty cents
per ton, which is a little better than
Styles for MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN. They are by far
So far the moat of their
expenses.
the most stylish line that has ever been shown in your city.
time has been spent In adjusting ma-- ;
Each and every one has a STYLE AND DISTINCTION all of
cbinery and prospecting their ground.
own. From our stock you may select a model to. please
its
Mr. Hiltscher believes that the exper-- ;
imental part of the game has practl-jcall- y
your own individual taste.
been passed and from now on
they will be able to advance their en-- j
terprise to a permanent payina basis
FOR MEN we have the celeas tneir plant is doing r exceuent
brated line of STETSON SHOES
work coupled with the fact that they
noted for their style, comfort and
have recently encountered a new
channel of gold producing gravel that
durability. These shoes are the
promises to be a good dividend payer.
product of the very finest shoe-makiThe Hiltscher plant has a capacity of
obtainable.
eighty tons per day, but owing to the
light power of the engine now in use
We also carry a complete line
their tonnage treatment is reduced to
of FORBUSH and EXCELSIOR
forty. Their test of thirty tons of Urt
nas been very satisfactory. Manaeer
SHOES for the more conservar . w. Moifett of the Statehood Mines
tive buyer. In all of the new
informs us that the Snake mine has
lasts and styles either button or
Deen unwatered down to and includ
-it
ing the 600 feet level, and the extraclace, in Patent Leather, Gun
tion of ore from that famous old mine
Metal, Vici Kid and Russian
will be commenced again Just as soon
Calf.
as possible. The company will soon
install a twelve horse power gasoline
engine which will be used to force
HOW TO
pure air into the mine. Mr. Moffett
says he found the mine m better conentidition than was expected. Manager
we
(Morris of the riermosa Consolidated
-How
'
Mines arrived here from Hermosa
about 11 o'clock last night to have a
nob
People Do
badly injured eye attended to. While
in
the mine yesterday a fallworking
selling timber struck Mr. Morris in the
eye causing a bad Injury. Dr. Given,
One
who dressed the wound, pronounces
of ,
the injury severe but is confident that
full-pa- ge
adver-ment- s,
Mr. Morris will not loose the sieht of
the Injured optic Sierra County AdVELVETS, SUEDE,
'
vocate.

d

We Have Statehood

Institute

TRAIL TO SUNSET

,

j

I Hurrah!!

Now Is the Time to Wake Up!

I

j

for Statehood!!

and Everybody is Glad

j

WANTED

'

TIRED,

GIRLS TO BECOME
PRIVATE SECRETARIES

good-size-

FEET

d

that girls are the most
EVERY
private secretaries obtainableif they are trustworthy
at all. They are preferred to men as confidential stenographers nine
BUSINESS MAN knows

times out of ten.

Girls, do you realize

that a

good stenographer steps into the private office of a
d,
successful, interesting man of affairs, with short hours, agreeable work
and good pay-fr- om
$10 to $25 a week ?
really GOOD stenographer is one with a
well-educate-

business head, who knows what business is and how it is done without being told.
It is she who becomes the PRIVATE SECRETARY on a salary of $18 to $25 a weekis she who has the pleasantest position and the most enjoyable work.
We not only teach girls to carry themselves well, to get rid of their natural
idity and to become really first-ra- te

ng

j

j

FOR LADIES

stenographers and bookkeepers, but we teach them
DO BUSINESS by placing in their hands the very first day they touch the typewriter a text
tled, " How to Do Business by Letter," written by the best known expert in the world on "
to
Handle Human Nature so as to Get Results and How toJUse Words so as to Make
Things."
As you practice copying exercises on the machine you are unconsciously absorbing the virile
ing force of those successful letters, so you soon become a saleswoman yourself.
girl we
'know, after taking this course, told her employer she could write his
newspaper
in
to
an
increase
and he turned that work over her with
salary.

have all the latest
styles - short vamps,
toes, or the extra
high button boot. Don't
let us fail to show you
our line

Come and talk it over with me personally. I will tell you
frankly and honestly what you can expect to do, and just what work
our business college offers.

UN

Notice for Publication.

Not coal land,
iwpartment of the Interior,
U. 8. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 29, 1911.
Notice Is hereby given that Jesus
Lopez of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
for the NE
of Section
85, township 15 N, range 11 E, N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make final
r
proof, to establish claim to the land above da-scribed, before register or receiver, U.
b Liana umce at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 14th day of September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses: Jacinto Ortiz of Rowe, N. M.; Jose L.
Martinez, Bicente Lucero, bota of
Pecos, N. M.; and Juan Gonzales Isa9735-0765-

President

1-- 4

five-yea-

i

ganta pe Rusiness
-

DIAZ BUILDING,

:-

-:- -

College!

J

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

bel, of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL B. OTERO,

Register.

o

Rivera of Santa Fe, N. M.; Pedro
Notice Is hereby given that Romaldo
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July Rivera, of Peoos, N. M.; Enriquez Riv-er- a
of Glorieta, N. M.; Bicente Lucero
30, 1906, made homestod entry. No.
of Pecos, N'. M.
W
for lot S, and SE
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Sec. 24, and E
NW
section 23,
Register.
township 15 N, range 11 . N. M. P.
If you want anything on earth try
meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
to make final
proof, to estab a New Mexican Want Ad.

METAL, VICI KID,

AND RUSSIAN CALF.
You will be proud of

the appearance of your feet If you will
let us fit you in one of these new styles.
SEE OUR LINE OE

SCHOOL SHOES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
THEY ARE THE BEST BY TEST.

THE

JOHN PFLUEGER. SHOEMAN
We Do What We Advertise.

V

AUGU3T 28, 1911.
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PROVIDENCE AND DEMOCRATS.
R.J.PALEN, President
J.B. READ, Cashier.
The Democrats complain that Prov- L A. HUGHES
dence is against them. The Demo, F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
THE NEW HLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
cratic Clovis Journal records the paFRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
triot, W. R. McGill, of La Lande, deVice President.
Editor and President.
claring in a speech at Clovis, during
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
which the tent in which he was talk
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
ing was blown down:
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
"It seems like the good Lord was
Entered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa F Postofflce.
against us. Just as I got lined out to
wind
2.50
mail
RATE8 OF SUBSCRIPTION.
six
-by
explain the 'amendment' the
months,
Daily,
!
25
struck that's all I remember for
Daily, pei week, by carrier
1.00
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW
six
months
.75 Weekly,
about 40 seconds."
Daily, per rarath, by carrier...
2.00
year
on
Sat
MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.
A similar incident occurred
MOULTON-ESP- E
Daily, per month, by mail...... .(5 Weekly, per
urday at Phoenix, when Senator Moses
Oatly, per year, by mail........ 7.00 Weeky, per quarter
Clapp was about to arise to denounce
: 3 :
::
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL AGENTS,
President Taft for vetoing the recall.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Says a dispatch from the Arizona cap'
The New Mexican is the oldest new apaper in New Mexico. It is sent to ital: "The big celebration scheduled
circulation
and
a
growing
large
every postotfice in the Territory, and has
- Transacts a
for tonight in honor of statehood was
general banking business in all its branches.
amon the Intelligent and progressive people ol the Southwest.
postponed at the last minute on acon the most favorable terms on all kinds of perLoans
money
count of a terrific thunderstorm which
sonal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
The demonstration
broke at dusk.
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
will take nlace Wednesday night in
stead. Senator Ciapp, who was on the
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
program t6 deliver an address, wiii
WHY NOT IN SANTA FE.
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
not be able to wait over, as he is aue
V CALL FOR MEETING OF NEW X
Window Frames,
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest al"Before I die, this little earth is go- - to arrive in Los Angeles tomorrow
Wainscotting,
Mouldings,
REPUBLICAN
MEXICO
'
X
hit hotter in some daces
lowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
to begin a series of speeches in
Door
Ceiling,
Frames,
night
Sash, Doors,
CENTRAL COMMITTEE.
!
X
I have lived and built there favor of some of the progressive conBase,
because
Casings,
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consign-men- ts
Custom Work,
Dry Run Flooring
A call is hereby made for a
$
on," writes William R. Griffith of stitutional amendments which will be
of livestock and products, The bank executes all orders
of
the
JS meeting of the members
Queens Borough, New York, who will voted on in that state on October 10."
; also General Cabinet
Fixtures
Church
and
Bank
Office,
X Territorial Republican Central
Bar,
of
its
addressed
patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
be remembered as having
The Fort Sumner Review, tells as
3t Committee to be held at Santa
Odd Jobs and Custom Work.- - All work
of Trade some years ago on follows of the McGill incident: "The
Board
Work,
as
Turning,
liberal
treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
the
SJ Fe, at 10 o'clock, a. m., Mon-3- 8
and prices reasonable. ! f
civic improvement for Santa Fe. Why workings of Providence are peculiar.
of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
satisfactory
and
guaranteed
the
of
principles
4th
the
September,
day
day,
cannot this sentiment animate every In Clovis, the other night, just as
furnished
of the public is respectfully solicited.
The
rent.
of
Estimates
$t A. D., 1911, for the transaction
share
liberal
cheerfully
solicit
We
patronage
a
If
patronage.
your
it
Fe?
owner of property in Santa
Judge McGill was telling the throng
St and consideration of such busi-S- t
no wsed over- in stentorian tones, with, both arms
would
be
there
did,
ness as may be deemed prop-S- i
Plans,
grown gardens, no ugly wire fences, sawing the air, how he obtained state-hooer.
'
Specifications, Etc.
in
the
no
for New Mexico despite the
unimproved prdperty, right
Each and every member of
St
very center of the residence districts, crooked work of Andrews, Curry and
St the committee is earnestly reand Santa Fe's fame as a town beauti- others, the tent blew down and the
st Quested to attend in person.
ful would resound throughout the land. crowd escaped the infliction."
'
the
preserve the peace at Vaughn, are not
St All persons throughout
BLOUSE.
would then be no opposition to
There
Roswell
Democratic
Morning
The
success
up the saloons on Sunday, are.
the
closing
St, territory, having
sewer
to
and
street widening
paving,
News, also seems to have it in for not rooting out the red light, are not
at
St of the Republican party
installation, to any reasonable meas- Providence, for it complains that the enforcing law 'and order, seems also
St heart, are invited to be present.
ure making the city more healthful school census of Chaves county now well established according to reports
H. O. BURSUM,
St
and a more desirable place of resi- being takeni shows a considerable de and Vaughn should be thankful indeed
Chairman.
St Attest:
dence.
crease in population. This is due "to that the mounted police force without
D.
St
JOSE
SENA,
in
Mr. Griffith is a member of the the many of the dry claimers leaving fear or favor, without political or other
St
Secretary.
of
Association
and
Parks
to
Playgrounds
last year during the drouth." These, outside considerations, is helping
rooms in surra
StStJtSJStStStJtJtStStStJtStStSi
bath
New York and has given a life time it declares, will not return until the make Vaughn a decent place in which
'
(
.'
and
Cntaine
to
Large Sample
of study, observation and agitation
TOURIST AUTOMOBILE
crops have been garnered at the old to live.
Table Service
Room for Com-- "
the work of city planning. In his let- home and other business disposed of,
EXCURSION.
mei'oial Travelers
From "Seeing the Town," to "See- ter are further hints to the tax payers which will be too late to cast their
FEDERALS, NINE;
instance:
for
Fe.
of
He
Santa
is
says,
cause
automobile,
Democratic
for
votes
the
the
by
Continent,"
thing
ing
TERRITORIALS, FOUR
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO ; WASHINGTON AVENUE
"Speaking of the deVargas pageant, affecting its fate materially.
a natural evolution and it is not surwelof
to
Indians
odd
think
seems
it
known
firm
well
a
to
have
It does seem as if nothing but an Most
Na- prising
of
the
Exhibition
Spectacular
to their lands a conquering, act of Providence will save the Dem
excur-sio- n coming
announce a
Hsaaa
tional Pastime in the History
safe and sane ocrats even n eastern New Mexico,
by automobile, to start from exploiting race; but the
Mexico.
New
of
New York on October 2. Fifty people Fourth is a fine and rational thing. If on November, from the worst drub
-cars will hit it will only serve to teach the masses bing that they ever received.
in ten
(Contributed.)
the Sunset. Trail, exnectin to cover or even the average intelligent man,
and
In one of the most spectacular
ANOTHER VICTORY FOR
the 4.nnn miles to Los Aneeles in less the national hymn, or yet better to
exhibitions ever pulled
than two months. A. L Westgard will .cause the birth of a really American
ANDREWS.
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
field the forces of
athletic
off
an
on
music
words
but
not
also,
only
hymn,
pilot this pioneer excursion and the
Overshadowed by the securing of Uncle Sam defeated the representa
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
ana
tnus
.
eliminate inese
of
have th
statehood for New Mexico through
A dress; Uttie blouse is this, that
the territory of New Mexico
the American Automobile Association, 'copies of other nations' brain products the efforts of Delegate to Congress W, tives, of close
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
score of 9 to 4. unose might be made in any soft material.
it will serve a fine and creditable H. Andrews and his
by the
it i rather meniticant that in the
well lighted and ventilated,
friends, sight was who attended will long remember the Lace is used for the ycke, edged
purpose.
prospectus of the tour, more space is
with a band of silk, to which the malost of a very important measure
the
off
stunts
Rooms en suite with private bath an I phone.
by
pulled
the
for
Santa
a
"As
to
hotel
Fe,
eiven to Santa Fe than to any other
two tucks are
which he crowded through
both staid and
memDers oi uum terial ie gathered;
s. ,
could
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.
and
merchants
there
dignmea
railroads,
the
and
States
United
in
the
The
sleeves
taken over each shoulder.
place
houses after considerable opposition teams.
ts
to
to
subscribe
afford
liberally
CHEERFUL
DINING
RATES $2.50 TO
are
tour
of
the
promised
are small puffs set to lace cuffs,
THOS. DORAN
participants
from
which re
the
and
Democrats,
The Federalists presented their old beaded by bands of silk.
a trio over "the famous Circle Drive." bonds and so could the electric light ceived the signature of the president
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
$3.00 A DAY
Proprietor.
at Santa Fe, thus exemplyfying again ' and water company. In the mean-tha- t and thus became law on the closing warrior Captain Fred- - Muller as their
Materials requivedi ; 1
yard 48
artist while the Territorialists Inches wide, 4 yard silk 22 inches
it nays to build and maintain itime, every dollar that those interest- - days of the session. This was the spit-baillustrated pam- measure to
dished up
Miguel A. widt
jed put into first-clas-s
doaen buttons.
scenic highways.
yard lace,
enable
districts
irrigation
What a magnet the completed Seen-- ! Phlets gotten up in the fine California to issue bonds for the construction of Otero as their salvation. And what a
ie Hiehwav from Las Vegas to Albu-- 1 style and into circulating them among reclamation works despite the limita treat it was to see these two old cam-- !
Practical Novelties.
d
aaeraue via the Pecos Forest ana the the business and traveling class of the tions of the law forbidding the incur paigners fighting U out with good
A most convenient collar box cov
Cliff Dwellings would Drove! A mil-- East and North by the tens of thou- repartee interspersed in between ered with cretonne is of octagonal
ring of indebtedness above four per
' lion dollars at
sioien uaseB, vus. shape and. has a groove in a little inleast, would be left in sands will be returned to them and cent of the assessed valuation. A num errors, Dase-nitwere carried off side flap for holding the elusive but
of
the
The
honors
day
the Territory each year by tourists bring the hotel nearer and nearer.
ber of important district irrigation en
&
old Bobby Wallace tons, which caa be easily slid in and
"The formulation and publication of
and
the
great
who would come to take this drive, tne
by
were hung up until the pas
conveni-els- e terprises
breastwork
a
and
ornamental
and
A
liberal
whose
ut.
Ervien
like of which can be found nowhere
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
sage of this bill and such counties as and tackles atmagnificent
third prevented at
Among the most useful and attrac
in the world. The New Mexican, ent city plan would very much'
will be especially benefited
San
Juan
to
more score being added
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop
tive of the""numerous bags shown are 222 San Francisco Street
::
:: :
hopes that the Las Vegas vance Santa Fe. It would attract
remember it on election least one
It and should
the column of the Federals; but in the those of tapestry woven in pictures.
has the right tip, although tne tlement fast and ever faster.
bill
follows
as
The
reads
day.
' New Mexican was assured
mix-u- p
one celebrity in- the person of Some of these are for carrying slip
a year ago would at once make Santa Fe promi-tha- t
"A Bill To amend an act entitled
pers, fan or opera glasses. One par
John "That's-Good- "
Honorable
the
work on the famous drive would nent and gain it a lot of free press An Act to
prohibit the passage of
to the latter
be commenced in spring and pushed advertising all over the country. Such local or special laws in the Territories March was temporarily placed hors ticularly well adapted three-incwide
of a
made
is
purpose
a
so
and
fine
in
the'
a
scientific
de
pile
combat
by
publicity
through the summer and completed j
of the United States, to limit Territori-a- l
stiffwith
interlined
of
tapestry
strip
min-I
of
said
a
at
would
be
the
worth
Bobby
$50,000
light
to the Pecos in fall:
driving propenstities
and
for
other
indebtedness,
forms
continuous
the
This
pur
ening.
strip
havWallace Ervien. :The versatile Augus"Completion of the scenic highway imum to the people in Santa Fe
poses.'
"
Koch pulled off sides and bottom of the bag, the front
tus
from Las Vegas to Santa Fe is one ing land, commodities or services to
"Be it enacted by the Senate and
and back of whi;h are of plain fabrlo
of the things that confidently may be sell in and about the city. I mean, House of Representatives of the Unit the honors of the day as the Director which is
gathered at the top with
musical
would
combination
worth
be
within
wonderful
?50,000
expected to occur during the early that it
of America in Congress as of that
ed
States
cord.
days of New Mexico's membership in ive years and would continue to pay sembled. That section numbered four presented by that featherweight StuA new voluminous darning bag or
art C. McCrimmon. The "menu" cretonne has applied pockets and a
the sisterhood of states. It is per--, magnificently right along. I cannot of the Act entitled 'An Act to
prohibit
sistently rumored that the coming fall say too often to my Santa Fe friends the passage on local or special laws served up by the "Little Dutch Band" needle case on the outside. . A particuwould bring tears to the eyes of a bur
and winter will see large gangs of that its quickest road to a prosperous
dainty and unique fancy bag is
- convicts, under the direction of ter- - future is to bend every effort to make in the Territories of the United States, ro, and if a phonograph had been call larly
In the form of a Chinese lantern.
to
limit
Territorial
and
indebtedness,
SflYfi HiOflPV nd InconrnlMce by Purchasing Walls
ed into commission to record some of
ritorlal engineers, busily engaged in in attractive as a tourist and residen-pushin- for other
purposes,' approved July their selections Edison himself would
iUUUVJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
the road across the range into tiaJ center. Such a campaign should thirtieth,
Old Novelty Revived.
eighteen hundred and eighty-six- , have paid a million for the "privi
Santa Fe county.
Foundation for 1)6 arranged with a view to taking ad- Check awl Foreign Money Orders
and
same
the
is
be,
Some
are
the
of
displaying
shops
hereby,
leges."
the rumor is said to lie in official vantage of every, even minute, chance amended as follows,
,'
black overseam kid gloves having the
By adding
Jacobo
The Honorable
sources, although it could not be com- - to bring the attractive potentialities to said section the following: Providstitching, Paris points and welts In
and all Foreign
of
Payable
before
of
the
the
the
place
people
U. S., Canada, Mexico
Chaves, Bill "Watch-the-Caspletely confirmed today.
That
white. These" goods are an old nov
the
ed,
limitaand
prohibitions
Ttiwfant
Countries
"A representative of the Optic re-- country. There is much of this pub- tions contained in this
Al
and
last
Morrison,
Kling
elty revived and are selling to some
section shall Sargent,
could
be
without
that
licity
managed
some
visited
Hal
to
the
not
and
of
least the great
only
country
extent
jcently
? ;
not be construed to apply to irrigation but
"
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEQRAPH
be crossed by the extension of the expense. Santa Fe has the potentiali districts heretofore or
Silk gloves are beginning to occupy
hereafter organ- Chase Fairfield, all pulled off wonderof
a
fine
ties
and
large health, pleas ized in accordance with
scenic highway. He learned from resand
ful
of
the
exhibitions
a
only
in
the
great
the
fashion,
prominent place
Territorial
?:
idents that they had received word ure and residence resort: all she laws.'" i
pastime. Old Recruit Tom Gable's demand for silks opening up much
of
one
from reliable sources to the effect that needs Is a Vigorous and broadminded
the earlier than usual. As with the leath
base stealing ability was
the road would be completed with lit- - campaign directed by a master mind."
strongest features of the play of the er goods, black and white form the
PRESERVE
of
This
Ar
is
the
THESE LANDMARKS. Territorials; he made the entire cir- bulk of the silk glove sales.
Mayor
along
plans
tie more delay.
'
A recent visitor t6 the old ruins in cuit on an infield hit and it is rumor
"The fact that the good roads com- thur Seligman who would appoint a
,
Discovered?"
mission has placed W. R. Smythe, the civic commission to draw a model the Manzanos writes: "The old ruins ed, made the ntire circuit in eight
do you think Myrtle to la
"Why
a
model
for
for
'
charter
the
are
not
plan
city,
nearly so imposing as when 1 minutes flat. Some sprinting that!
engineer who made the survey for the
love?" asked the girl's father.
"I noticed this morning when I was
road, in charge of road work near the future expansion and-- : improve nrst visited them, some seven and a Claudius Neis, Howard
V.
Wagner
Las Vegas, lends additional color to ment of Santa. Fe and a plan for the half years ago. The east and south Moore, Frank Gibson Blandy, Harry Is the library that a book ot poems
assessment
of
in
all
real
walls
Just
both
have
hand-oproperty
the
fallen,
the rumor. A convict gang under the
Davis Franklin and the other stars of by Owen Meredith had been tampered
direction of Mr. Smythe is now en- proportions to each other, If he could time is working its decay even on the Federals played as though they with."
unfind
these
public spirited, well posted,
apparently fine structures. It is to had been practicing in secret under
gaged in repairing damage done the
Practical.
scenic highway neaT the Hot Springs selfish businessmen "who would be be regretted that no appropriation is an arc light; the stunts of this collec
to preserve the Gran
He It I Bhonld-kleyonsl tuppoae
by the heavy rains or the early sum willing to give their time to such availabe
tion alone brought victory to the Fedthe Abo and nearby ruins. The
mer. Other gangs have been employ- work.
and with Rough Rider Muller you'd go and tall your mother.
erals,
Pe'has
seen the
present generation
She No, my lawyer. Boston Tran
ed on the highwayto Mora end on the
cos mission church crumble into a going good there "was nothing to it but script
s
Santa
Vegas road near Teco- Work is growing more fashionable, pile of dirt and the Garlta, in this "Uncle Sam."
lote. Later on some of these convicts and the
'
"
leisure class is only very city, has been permitted "to
"Johnny" Hunt as the "bottle hold
WORK OF THE 8TORK.
will likely be put at work on the Min found among
RED
in the slums. fade" away, although one of the most er" certainly was a dream; talk about
and
108
'130
DXUolaT
tramps
,
s
eral
Vegas road, which the There was a time when kings had
your 'Red Roses.? Wow! His every
and
advertised
interesting
widely
re
territorial good roads commission
Picture Framing Taatef id ly and Satisfactorily Done.
Jesters to help them pass their time, historic monuments ,in the entire appearance was greeted with vocifer
'"
"' :s
''
i':
cently decided to complete. It is said and knights and ladies needed the Southwest. The New Mexico Archae ous applause, especially from the la
'. ? '..
..:'
when this work has been finished, arena and tournaments to drive away
society should endeavor to dies,
which will not require a great amount ennui, but nowadays emperors, kings, ological
have the first state legislature make His Honor Merrit C. Mechem was
of time, the convicts will be put at princes, millionaires are busy, so busy an
adequate appropriation to preserve the official referee of this bouc and
work on the extension of the scenic that this is getting to be less and less intact
these great ruins scattered over to soy V.Lixi l.:s decisions were unbiasof a playworld.
Men who find pleas- the territory. The splendid
highway.
work
"The completion of the scenic high ure in achieving, in working need no done in preserving and restoring the ed is putting it mikily. At different
stcfies of tr.e iroc.v:dings he was preway from Las Vegas to Santa Fe, or baseball, no Jesters, no society diver- Palace of the Governors, and of some sented
with the following collection of
better still, from Raton to Albuquer- sions to be happy, and so it happens of the ruins in the Rito tie los Fri- "Onions,' "Beets," "Lem
boquets:
que, would be the best piece of road that the men worth while are seldom joles and the Mesa Verde shows. whatjon8
tc. nr ail Uue demonstration
found
to
hav3
new
New
and
state
Mexi
of
playing,
at
building the
generally
can he done at comparatively small ;ol affection, his Honor
gracefully
co could possibly do. A territorial of- be dragged to social functions by r
If the work Is In the hands of Uowtea
then
and
hig
ged
appreciation
ficial recently said that this bit of coat tails. Most unhappiness is found
next man
proceeded to call
road building would ao more for New among those who have the most leisCCU.
who made two fouls in succession.
,
Mexico than the construction of many ure and work least.
The Vaughn News indulges in a disk
Some system to that umpiring..
TCarter.
smaller pieces of highway. The lact
graceful editorial ouiDreak in which
Burke
stated
last
' that the Southwest has become so at
Manager
evening
The New Mexican has scanned the It vents its spleen on the territorial
tractive a place for automobile tour sky toward Los Alamos, but has seen mounted police force for cleaning up that the receipts for the game were
ists and other persons on overland no skyrockets; it has cast its eyes the railroad town of Vaughn, Guada- 'out $49.50. The debts of the old team "Say, did a single stork bring yo.
transcontinental journeys practically towards La Lande and has noticed no lupe county, upon several occasions. amount to about $75, so that those who Cncle Ottor
"Of course!"
against the old club will
demands the completion of the scenic reflection of
it has listened The language used In the editorial, have claims
"But not all at oncer
CO per cent of their
about
receive
which
itfor
is
traveler
who
anfit
no
huzzahs in
highway. Every
enjoys sharply, but has heard
reproduction, in
as
time
such
another
antil
claims,
a trip through the mountains on this Las Vegas nor any salvos in Albu self proves that the moral standards
can be
between the
I.DEALER IN..
are.
magnificent scenic road would become querque, Can it be that those four of part of the town are very low. The game officials arranged
and the winners. of
Democratic patriots red light habitues, the saloon law vlo county
I quit aTM
the best advertisement the new elate
, ,
With en who says,
on Sunday crowd, yesterday's game.
could possess. It Is hoped that offi-- : sneaked home in the night to avoid lators, the wide-opeWhan round a boa
Mr. Burke wishes to thank the memclal confirmation of the rumor that the Joyful, triumphant reception that! have chosen a fit defender of their
Politeness pays.
the road will be extended or com- their fellow Democrats had prepared nefarious activities. That these find bers of the "Little Dutch Band" and
Tte EASUV
, ,
the presence occasionally of a terri all those other who contributed to
'
pleted will be received in the near for them?
A Common Divisor.
success.
torial
mounted
make
Inconthe
a
. future."
MABEL EASLEY, Qwrlnef Manager.
game"
policeman very
. . .
nalntlff (In lawsuit) So yen think
The man whose achievements equal venient, goes without saying. That
I wtn get the money, d your '
Accounts i
Atrr:.TH
Sptdal
It you want anything on earth- try His counsel I think w will get ta
Better than the simple life it the his ambition and longings is a dead the ten constable and deputy sheriffs,
Vdk
Mexic
New
Nem
which
a
are
the
to
life.!
serenes
allege,
ample
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How About That Fire Insurance? j

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

r.

Think About It

............

COMPANY

THE

.......

OF SANTA FE.

Then Act!

:
Capital Stock,
$150,000
Undivided
and
80,000
Surplus
Profits,

Santa Fe Planing Mill

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON

d

The Palace Hotel
William Vaughn, Prep.

One of the Best Hotels
the West
withtrivath
Unexcelled

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

seven-passeng-

g

hair-raisin- g

:

-

ll

,

Coronadoi Restaurant

Short Orders run Day

.

j
j

Night.

Regular Meals 25c,

set-Opt-

wide-sprea-

h

d

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

"Never-strike-out-

General Express Forwarders

i

All

Parts of The World

g

j

t:

i

.

1

'

.'

j. D. BARNES,

MULLIGAN & RISING

f

e

Qui-ver-

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

--

.

Fe-La-

Agent.

'

Hill-La-

;

SOFT

B2MS
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out-rfh-
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50,000.00

a General Banking Business

Does

Moss Williams and bis secretary, Miss
Quinn. They are registered at the
Palace Hotel.
Miss Ellen Frances Daniels of Cry
Feld Jones, a grocery salesman ol tal Lake, 111., and Mr. Thomas Gladstone Rogers were married on MonDallas Is at the Palace.
day morning by Dr. C. E. Lukens, at
Probate f!lerk T
Las Vegas was a visitor In Santa Fe'he home of Mr- - and .Mrs Lukns. ln
The Dnde and groom
Albuquerque
yesterday,
at once for Silver City, where they
CtL. Pollard, former postmaster and left11
xjamvia
businessman of Espanola. is at the I was inane lucu uuuicof
the primary
superintendent
won
uma.
Roswell
of
schools, but
department
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena
and his wife went on a visit to Galis-jlla- 9
Las Vegas and
Bince taught
teo yesterday.
'
"Mr. ft'ogere'vho is a grad- E M. Albright, an Albuquerque car-i- u Santa Fe
te of thft Unlvmity of yiSCo8in
toonist and w.ho will put a show on
Johns Hopkins fcnivvrsity. taught
jaftd
here at the Elks next month, is at the !cience
ln the Roswell High School
.
faiace.
.
tor five years; bufls at present teach- Former Attorney General W. C.;er cf matbemattc.6::at New Mexico
Reld of Roswel has gone to Boston, Normal
at Silver City. Roswell
Mass., to attend the meeting of the Register-TribunAmerican Bar Association.
Mr. and Mrs. John V. Conway gave
Roger Fiske, son of Mrs. E. A. a Spanish dinner Sunday evening in
Fiske, went to Las Vegas on Satur-- honor of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Hansen's
day, where he Joined an auto party of third wedding anniversary.
me vvneeier lamiiy to Denver.
11. 21. Sweey, a former member of'
GOVERNOR GREETS
the New Mexico legislature, who Is
DEAN WILLIAMS
the Santa Fe Grievance man at
Kan., is visiting former friends
(Continued from page one.
at Las Vegas.
Chairman H. O. Bursura returned lo Sanchez y Boolo, Tajique; Jose H.
to Socorro yesterday, but will be in Medina, Gonzales; Janis
T. Sells,
Santa Fe again next Monday for the Cuervo; Albert J. McConway,
meetCentral
Committee
Republican
William BIIck, Floret Vista;
ing.
William M. Summer, Potello; Travis
William Mclniosh, delegate in the M.
John P. Kennedy,
Dumas,
constitutional convention from Mcin- Estancia; Vaughn;
Martin Samora, Riddle;
Torrance
and
well
a
tosh,
county,
Savino Lopez, Halls Peok.
known sheepman, is registered at the
Where Is Mr. Weaver?
Montezuma Hotel.
Where
is the "Port of Missing
Mrs. F. H. Lester, wife of the form-e- r
Men?" The mounted police have a
who is
mayor of Albuquerque,
letter from Mrs. Lizzie W. Courtney
spending the summer on her ranch
near Tesuque, was in the city Satur requesting them to aid in solving the
mystery of the whereabuts of her fatli.
day visiting, friends.
Otis Seligman - and Beatrice Selig-ma- er, Samuel R. Weaver, who was seen
returned home yesterday from in Clifton, Arizona, some years ago
and who may be somewhere in New
Albuquerque, where they had been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Amado Chaves, Mexico. Mrs. Courtney lives in Stan-- !
ford, Texas, and writes that she is anx- formerly of this city.
W. D. Hayes and daughter, Gret-che- ious to know his whereabouts, wheth- of Santa Fe, N. M., are visiting er he is dead or alive, and whether he
Mr, Hayes" father-in-laCharles Wal- be even behind prison bars.
Important to Homesteaders.
ter, wife and family, Birch street,
All homestead - entrymen in the
South Bethlehem, Pa. Daily Globe.
Peter A. M. Lienan, deputy super State of New Mexico are relieved byi
intendent of insurance, returned at an Act of Congress, approved August
noon fronrta official trip to St, Louis, 19,. 1911, from the necessity of resi--;
Chicago and other points, where he dence and cultivation upon their lands
examined insurance companies.
He from the date of the approval to April
says that everybody has an eye on 15, 1912. Below is quoted the act'1
New Mexico since the signing of the referred to: Be it enacted by the
Senate and House of Representatives
statehood act.
Territorial Engineer Charles D. Mi- of the United States of America,, in
ller is expected
home this evening Congress assembled,. That all per-- j
from a trip to Chama and Tierra Ama-rill- sons who have heretofore made home-- :
New Mexico,
where he went to look into the stead entries in
project of building a road from Chama are hereby relieved from the neces-- j
to Tierra Amanita, and thence south sity of residence and cultivation upon
to Santa Fe. Rio Arriba county will their lands, from the date of approval
of this Act to April 5, 1912; provided,
give $9,000 toward the proposition.
Walter Williams, dean of the college that the time of actual absence during
of Journalism of the University of Mis- the period named shall not be deductsouri, arrived here Saturday even- ed from the full time of residence reing, after completing the trip by auto quired by law.
over the Santa Fe trail from Old Live on Less Than Five Cents a Day.
Superintendent Kirkpatrick of the
Franklin, Mo., to Santa Fe. He was
Reform
school at
accompanied by Mrs. Williams, his son New Mexico
Springer was a business visitor in
Raton. The affairs of the school are'
progressine nicely this year. SuDcr- ftUAM.
v iaaiMir ash your ifrueufHt
A
intendent Kirkpatrick' has made a spefor
a liutnunl KruiKt
t
cial effort during his administration
IMIIh in Red ami Uuld
bijxec. seuicrt with liliio RiLbon.
towards placing his school on as
Tnko no other, litiv of vour
f,
Wrns:!. Ask
basis as possible and re-- ;
Itt'.ANM lLLN.for&
years kncwn as BesSafesf, Ahvuys RcHal.l
ports the following results: Since
gardening has been taken up more
extensively, the cost of maintenance
of the twenty-thre- e
boys of the school
has been reduced from 13 cents to 4
cents apiece, a remarkable showing
considering that the boys are fed as
KAUNE
CO. well here as in any .other Institution
of its kind. Four acres have been
planted in broom corn this year
which, it is estimated, will yield over
a ton to the acre. Although the
law prohibits the sale of a
product from a state institution, arrangements may be perfected by Su-

)

PEBSBNJIL MEHTIBM

1

Your Patronage Solicited
President

. B. LAUGHLIN,

.

w

f . STEPHENS, Cuhier,
'
;
'
Asst. Cashier
H.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

J

Established

1856.

1903.

Incorporated

i DO NOT DELAY
i
i

I

FALL WEATHER WILL MEAN A CHANGE

Farm-ingto-

I

We Have the, Best Ladies
31 I OX a
11
m i.ime it
unueu
otai.es.
connection
Made-to-Measu-

$

re

1

THE CELEBRATED

Sailel Koi

Company

H".

M.
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to
and held
Saturday at 62
steady.
The close was strong.
December
up at 62
A demand from commission houses
and light country offerings held oats
to
steady. December opened
v
up at 45 to 4 and held firm.
Provisions were nervous but offerings were light and well taken. January pork opened 7
up at 16.40;
January lard a shade down at 9.05 to
9.07
and advanced to 9.12
9.15; and January ribs a shade up at
4

8

8

CLEARANCE SALE

3--

-- OF ALL

8

Ladies', Men's and Children's
SHOES AND OXFORDS

2

l--

COTTON.
New York, Aug. 28. Cotton
closed quiet, 40 points lower.
uplands, 12.75; middling
13.00
Sales, 761 B.

spot
Mid-lin-

g

gulf,

Many a Suffering Woman.
Drags herself painfully through 'net
daily tasks, suffering from back ache,
nervousness, loss of appetite and poor
sleep, not knowing her ills are due to
kidney and bladder troubles.
Foley
Kidney Pills give quick relief from
pain and misery and a prompt return
to health and strength. No woman
who suffers can afford to overlook
Foley Kidney Pills. For sale by all
druggists.

If you want anything on earth
""nr Mev'oan Want Ad.

New Fall Line Now Ready i
For Your Inspection.

CI

SELIGMAN BROS.
P.O. Box, 219.

ft

:

:

t

PAHY

mil

1

:

:

Phone 36

1

INSURANCE
REAL
ESTATE

OF YOUR
BUSINESS

A

rqf

SuretyBonds

LOANS

CHICHESTER S FILLS

O.C.WATSON&CO.
119 San Francisco St,
SANTA FE, - - - N. M
isj-is53sssjaH-

?ai5aasSi5

5a

FILIGREE- -

GOLD

SILVER

MOST BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS.

1

I!

Rings, Brooches, Pendants. Neck Chains, Bracelets.
No style gift more desirable for your Eastern friends.

kUkJmkr

f

1

K

YONTZ,

I

FLOUR

If you

perintendent Kirkpatrick for the installation of a broom factory that will
supply brooms to tho other state In- stltutlons

you buy our

MORE DAMS

want the bestthat
comes to Santa Fe then

Boss

THE VAUQHAN RANCH
,J

Best of Food

'

f
-

Cold Pure Spring
- Vi
No InvaUds

rBt of Beds
Water

6

515

a Week

j
J

v

Carrii ake

Glorieta

j.

Ji tWt?cos

j

SIGN PAINTING
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

sure
It
why? Because
no better Flour can be
bought or .made at' any
...
price.
IT IS OUR LEADER

..:

Saturday

$1.50

Ioe

GUTIERREZ, PROP.

OE
Ow

305 Saa Francisco Street

We also haw!

f Diamond

& Son

Floor,'

Vegetables

1--

8

S.

SOLE AGENTS

policy

Phone 49 Main

1--

WIRE

UP

THOSE

, . . .

.....

Water Heatert
ty

i

r r if r

-

cni Percolaters

.flv
CC

U

&

AND PORCH CHAIRS,

SWINGS

COCO AND DALTOX MATTING

CARPETS

Corn-Fe- d
AKERS-WAGNE-

Veal and Lamb.

,

Poultry, Fresh

x

i

-

Fish, Fruits and Vegetables

GLOVES! GLOVES!

X

Special Sale for One Week

K

SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS.

Money Refunded if

Not

FURNITURE CD.

R

$ .75 values,
1.00 and $1.25 values,
"
1.50 and 2.00

Satisfactory.

LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

$ .50

t.

.75

.
.

1.00

A
'A

SEE THE DISPLAY

WM. D. ARRIGHI

;

PROPRIETOR.

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

ADOLPH

XKXXXXXXXXXXXXK

X X

X

X X X

CO.

I
x

X

X X

"

4

i

I

Ideal

An
'our
THAT through

t
tell-

ing of the
TIES OFOIR

GOOD QUALIDRUGS,

that

wejmijht lead you to realize that by having your
prescriptions filled here
you not only advance the

Pit.

interests of those that are
sick, bot act in the support of raising the standard of Drugs.

I BUTT

Y:

"":

'

'.'--'

"

Home

Good House, City Water, Electric Lights. Large
Lot with a number of Fruit Trees and Berry

Bushes. Stable and Corral.
:
have been looking for.

Phone Black

No. 52

Just what you
:

:

:

:

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency.

A I I CTV I PC'N STETSON STIFF
n
rLJL, Oil LCO and SOFT HATS
AT

BROS. CO.,

"Always Reliable"

;

DRUGGISTS
Phone

lil-- Nif

ht

Phone Red 5S.

4

8

DARK

CO.

BE COMFORTABLE

AXMINSTER

d

.... $1.10
.... 7e
....

SANTA FE.JNEW MEX ICO.

'

DAY

AND

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

FOR
'

Electric Irois TJifit Stay Hot
Electric Toasters

(

u

N. TOWNSEND

Beef, Pork, Mutton,

Home-Dresse-

u

FIX UP YOUR PORCH

first established

Kansas City

IN

Barefoot Sandals, all sizes

....

by us of

5--8

somious SEME

s

Main

The place where satisfaction is absolutely
guaranteed. Nothing
but the best the market affords for sale. We
still adhere to our old

A

1--

3

49

Parlor Market W.
and Grocery

THIS SEEMS "NERVOUS"

4

PAUL P. LACASSAQNE

Phone

Y

DAY IN GRAIN

SHOES

BAREFOOT SANDALS

Groceries
&

Phone, 152 Red.
AMADO

Bid REDUCTION

AND CAKE

Dally.
Fruits and
Confectionery.
r eshCreamPuffs Wednesday

San Antonio, Texas, August 28
It is reported that engl
(Special)
neera who have been making prelimi
nary surreys on the Guadalupe river
southeast ot New Braunfels in an effort to determine the feasibility of
dams for Irrigation purposes have
While no offcompleted their work.
icial report has been given out it Is
understood that they will report favor
ably on the project. Eastern capitalists, so it is said, are back of the effort.

2.00

44

try

FOR RIO

Wheat Was Firm, Corn Started Higher
Oats Steady and Offering of
'
High Grade Colorado Milling that is
Provisions Light.
a leader in its class.
CARPENTERS
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
,
Chicago, Aug, 28. Wheat today was
AND CABINET MAKERS.
DAILYJtECEIPTSOF
nervously firm at the' opening but
prices later declined to a bit above
Saturday's close. September opened
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
14 to
up at 90 2 to91
SIGN PANTING NEATLY DONE
and held within that range. Decemto
ber started
higher
to
at 95
but sold back to 95
Pkooe. Red IIS
All Work Guaranteed.
Wheat was strong with December
H
KAUNE & GO.
higher at 95
'm Ja.'ai-'mtanrtblns oa earth m
Corn started higher , in sympathy
N
Mex'cM Want A.
over
with wheat, December"," 4

J. P. Steed
& Automobile

PAINTING

PLANNED
GRANDE.

2.50,

.

$2.50 Shoes and Oxfords $2.00
1.60
2.00 " " "
" "
1.20
1.50 "
"
.98
1.25 "
"
" ' .55
.75 "

Loaves Fine Bread, 25c

'

is--a- nd

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ohost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Telegraph

Patent

(Old Bparks Ranch )

Open May 15tn for the Fishing Season

a

S.

2.85

PLAZA BAKERY
FRESH BREAD

d

IUJi

$3.75
3.25

CHILDREN'S

n

OF CHICAGO.

Ladies' Shoes and Oxfords,
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

$4.50
4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50

'

8. 42

Santa Fe Water and Light Company

Electric Stoves

Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing JDlshes
.

Electric

Tea

Pots.
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In effect Sept, 1st
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Railway

GENERAL OFFICES
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&
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9
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....
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A Woman

HER

Finds

Ambition

BACK
All

MONDAY, AUGUST 28, 1911.

ACHES.

Her Energy and

GERMANS

ARE

Do You Feel

Slipping Away.

Santa Fe women know how the
aches and pains that come when the
kidneys fail make life a burden. Backache, hip pains, headaches, dizzy
spells, distressing urinary troubles, all
tell of sick kidneys and warn you of
the stealthy approach of dropsy or
Brigth's disease. Doan's Kidney Pills
are for the kidneys only. They attack kidney diseases by striking at
Here's proof of it in a
the cause.
Santa Fe woman's words:
Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintana, Col
lege St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says:
Several years ago I used Doan's Kid
ney Pills and I was cured of a had
At that
attack of kidney complaint.
time a statement appeared in the local papers, telling of my experience
and I now take pleasure in confirming all that was then said in their
praise. I had pains in my back that

Do vou feel all tired out? Do You sometimes
think vou iust can't work away at your profet- -.
or trade any longer ? Do you have a poor ape- tite. and lav awake at nights unable to sleep r Are
your nerves all gone, and your stomach too P Has ambition to forge ahead in the world left you p If so, you
might ss well put a stop to your misery. You can do it if
you will. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery will
make you a different individual. It will set your lazy liver
to work. It will set things right in your stomach, and
your appetite will come back. It will purity your blood.
If there is any tendency in your family toward consumption,
it will keep that dread destroyer away. Even after consumption bas almost ifained a foothold in the form of a
lingering cough, bronchitis, or bleeding at the lungs, it will bring about a
cure in 98 per cent, ot all cases. It is a remedy prepared by Dr. R. V. Pierce,
of Buffalo, N. Y., whose advice it given free to all who wish to write him. His
great success has come from his wide experience and varied practice.
dealer into taking inferior substiDon't be wheedled by a
tutes for Dr. Pierce's medicines, recommended to be "just as good." Dr.
Pierce's medicines are op known composition. Their every ingredient printed
on their wrappers. Made from roots 'without alcohol. Contain no
drugs. World's Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

TAUGH T FARMING

Son

Soldiers of Regular Army In

tensely Interested in
Instruction
TROUT FOR GERMAN STREAMS

Number of Immigrants Leaving
North Sea Ports Is Much
Smaller-

This Way?

penny-grabbi-

-

habit-formi-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican?
g
exBerlin, Auk. 26.

periments are being made in the
German army in teaching the soldiers

mines were profitably worked In that
both practical and theoretical farming
neighborhood more than two hundred
during their service in the ranks.
years ago and large quantities of the
Palace.
Many of the soldiers, even those from
precious metal were taken out and
the cities, become so interested that
J. A. Laughton, Trinidad.
shipped to Spain. A rumor of ancient
when they have finished their term
F. W. Henry, Denver.
there asserts
origin current
that
some of the fortunes of Mexico found
Edna D. Henry, Denver. .
they take advantage of a law passed
some years ago, by which they are
William McDowall, Roswell.
their incipiency in those old mines.
Reed Holoman, Tucumcarl.
enabled to purchase small plots of
Hector Elliott, Los Angeles.
land by the payment in ready money
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Milo Hill, city.
of a quarter of its value. In this way
(Not Coal Land.)
W.
E.
it is hoped to stem the Tush of people
Hawkins, Alamosa.
Department of the Interior,
Walter Wiliams, Columbia; Mo.
from the agricultural districts to the
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Mrs. Walter Williams, Columbia,
cities, which has caused so much
July 29. 1911.
'
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
anxiety to the authorities of recent Missouri.
Moss
Mo.
Williams, Columbia,
years.
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
Miss C. Quinn, Columbia, Mo.
30, 1906, made homestead entry No.
The Prussian State itself sells much
Feld Jones, Dallas.
for lot 4, SW 4 SW
of its reclaimed moor lands in this
E. M. Albright, Albuquerque.
ASK FOR
Sec. 24, and the W
NW
Sec
manner in plots ranging from half
William J. Bailey, Denver.
25, Township 15 N Range 11 E., N.
acres.
It
an acre to twenty-fiv- e
FREIGHT
H.
W.
YOUR
Hadly, Silver City.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
charges interest at the rate of only
Hector Alliott, Los Angeles.
intention to make final five year proof,
s
3
of the
per cent on
John N. Zoo It and family, city.
to establish claim to the land above
also
advances
and
purchase money,
Mrs. W. O. O'Conor and son, city.
before Register or Receivdescribed,
money for the erection of houses and
T. R. Armijo, city.
ice, Arizona, Mexico and to tb Pacific Coast, via NBW
er, U. S. 1and Office at Santa Fe,
barns. The tenant may pay off as
Leon Leboritch, Denver.
N. M., on the 14th day of September,
Tough.
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Theace
THAT'S ALL HE DID LEAVE.
much as he likes every year, and after
S. W. Mullan, Raton.
1911.
A party of itinerant gospel workers a certain number of
years the prop
Montezuma.
are putting in some hard licks trying
Claimant names as witnesses:
becomes his own. In some in
Pedro Rivera, Jose Romero, both
to reform some of the wicked Sum-- erty
Charles A. Schweden, Kansas City.
acof
stances
land
are
larger
plots
of Pecos, N. M., Enriquez Romero, of
nerites. They are up against a hard
T. McLaughlin, Albuquerque.
J.
THE
EAST
owners
from
the
by
private
Fort Sumner Repub quired
Glorieta, N. M and Candldo Rivera,
A. J. Casner, city.
proposition.
State and laid out in contiguous small
cf Santa Fe. N. M.
lican.
and
Zook
N.
John
family,
city.
farms, which are sold in a similar
MANUEL R. OTERO.
A. J. Leamy, Denver.
manner to farm laborers. These, by
,
"Queens."
OR
Register.
C. P. Pollard, Espanola.
BEST
are
a system of
working,
H. J. Hplley, Denver.
She was just an ordinary woman,
enamea to cultivate tneir iana at a
Notice for Publication.
A. Levy, Wasenburg.
without much leisure or time for cul much
cheaper rate than if they were
Not coal land.
Edwin Forgan, Durango.
ture. She did not know the difference
idea of the grad
ROUTE
WEST
Mrs. F. H. Lester, Albuquerque.
Department of the Interior,
between an Ionic and a Doric column working alone. The
'
is
spreading
U. S. Land Office at Sante Fe, N. M.
William Caves, Buckman.
in architecture; and she was not "up" ual purchase system
efD. C. Chapman, Chicago.
in china painting or the Roman em- rapidly through the Government's
July 29, 1911.
forts, and many rural districts, hitherNotice Is hereby given that Seferino
A. D. Walden, Denver.
perors, but she brought up three chil- to
sparsely populated and poorly culE. M. Honts, Denver.
dren to tell the truth, to love God, to
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who on July
are becoming thriving agri
tivated,
honest
to
do
and
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. McNItt and 30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
their
love
full
address
information
Far rates and
brothers,
The Government daughter, city.
SE
for lot 3. SE
labor with their hands, and not to be cultural centers.
Miss Megill, city.
W
of section 23, township 15
ashamed of it. When she died the bas appointed 150 commissioners to
SE
EUGENE FOX,
Miss Sanford, city.
Paso Texas.
N, range 11 E, N. M, P. meridian, has
papers did not notice it, but the Re-- 1 assist in the purchase of real estate
ana thriity workers.
for by
M. B. Krause, city.
filed notice of intention to make final
Muldoon Sure, an' it's sorry Oi am cording Angel said, as he reached
The Hoof and Mouth Disease,
five-yeJ. R. Galusha, city.
fresh pen and turned over to a
proof, to establish claim to
to hear that your husband's dead,
William Mcintosh, Mcintosh.
The hoof and mouth disease is now
the land above described, before reg
Mrs. Casey. Did he lave yez any clean' page, "A queen is coming; get
W. L. Wilson, Chicago.
her- throne ready." Colfax County making such ravages among German
ister or receiver, V. S. Land Office at
thing?
O. H. Thorman, Albuquerque.
flocks that even the Agrarian organs
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 14th day of
Mrs. Casey Yls, Mr. Muldoon, he Stockman.
Coronado.
admit that the meat supply of the
left me a widow.
September, 1911.
G. J. Lackey, Rocky Ford, Colo.
Claimant names as witnesses: Don-country is seriously threatened. An
Protecting Their Enemies.
D. Mourel, Trinidad.
aciano Gonzales, Jose L. Martinez, Do
Quite surprising would It be to nu official report of the Imperial GovernTough on Texas.
J. S. Murphy, Grove City, Pa.
A young lieutenant from a New merous readers or. newspapers no ment, dated July 31, shows that 31,mingo Martinez, Juan Jose Martinez,
M. C. DeBaca, Conant.
York regiment surveyed the Texas learn that editors are continually pro 926 farms, located in 4,808 different
all of Pecos, N. M.
' - '
Trinidad.
enemies
Harry Matten,
scenery gloomily and reflected upon tecting often their worst
MANUED R. OTERO,
districts, are affected. One result of
M. J. Stoops, Espanola.
of news the spread of the disease has been
his great distance from the lights of through the
Register.
Broadway. The smoke from a smelt that would be absolutely cruel to reduction in the number of cattle In
Old Spanish Mine at Alpine, Texas.
The Rio Grande protects one
er and the swirling sand from the them. The human spirit of revenge, the. country.
TIME TABLE ALL
San Antonio, Texas, August 28
low lying hills had spoiled the lieu enmity and animosity is always as
According to the latest official re
for fishing
fare for round
tenant's disposition.
serting itself, and if reporters and ports the number of all live stock, ex (Special) A well authenticated re
LOCAL TRAINS
Tell me," said an editor from El newspaper men would give attention
port comes from Alpine, Texas, to
to market this the effect that gold in
The following are the time tables
parties consisting of three or
Paso, "Isn't there some hidden pur to the numerous tips they receive, cept swine, brought
paying quanti
year has been smaller than in 1910. ties has been discovered near that of the local railroads:
pose behind this mobilization?"
more people from Sante Fe to
many a life would be blighted which
"There is," replied the lieutenant! the careful and conscientious editor It is claimed by the Agrarian news city.
According to an old legend
"A. T. 6V 8. F. Ry."
"we are going to force Mexieo to protects and saves from lasting dis- papers that the disease was brought among the Mexicans in that locality,
the BEST FISHING GROUNDS
Leave
into Germany in June, 1910, from
take back Texas." Success.
Globe.
Dally
grace.
IN COLORADO
AND NEW
8.10 a. m. connect with No I westRussia, and
that, despite the
No. 10 eastbound.
measures
of
bound,
rigorous
precautionary
Gambler.
Horn
The Way of the Tin
MEXICO.
Intelligent.
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
In Silver the authorities, it has spread to its
was
a
game
There
poker
Captain Do you know anything City last week that was a reminder present proportions in the brief space
p. mv
about 'ships?
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westof old times in that town, when there of one year. Just now the meat sup
Reggy Oh, yes; I've been a ship
bound.
more actual cash in the gambling ply is further threatened by the cer
was
in
a
clerk
dry goods store for rooms than in the banks. It started
ping
For Further Information Call on or Address,
tainty that all sorts of animal food
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
years.
one evening in one of the" popular products will be scarce anu high. The
p. m.
ALMOST A TRAGEDY.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
resorts. There were a couple of lead- grass crop has been greatly damaged
of the town, a well known by the spring and summer. The pota
t
lawyers
ing
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
A tomcat from an alley rushed,
doctor and a couple of men prominent to crop also, as is feared, will be
Returning arrfv at Sana Fe 11:19
A bulldog on Ma trail;
in business circles. They all bought much shorter than usual; and this
Twaa midnight, all the streets
p. m.
OR
hashed
D. A Tt. Q. y.
liberally and the table was covered means much for the meat supply,
When, hark I unraM a wall
with chips. As a man's supply of since the waste of potato alchohol disLeaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
That reached the very stars on high
ones would tilleries is one of the principal feed
colored
the highly
Ana tors the night In twain.
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
A cop who heard that dreadful Vt
diminish he would order more, paying ing materials for fattening live stock. Until ReLoved by Lydia E. Pink
New Mexico Central Ry.
With sudden tear was ta'en.
for them with a check, and a great The oats crop has also been seriously ham's
And many a dreamer In his bed,
Leave
5:45 p. m., coniectt with No.
Compound.
Vegetable
pile of checks on the American and injured by adverse weather conditions,
Aroused from sleep profound,
east and 1 south and west
t
on
the
were
bank
fell and mutter-e"
up
Silver
piled
City
Before I start- - Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
Fewer German Immigrants.
Dewittviile, N.Y.
" Tis murder, I'll be bound.'
corner of the table. They played all
The number of emigrants leaving ed to take Lydia E. Finkham's Vege-- from No. 3 east
&it such was not the case, nor yet.
taDie uompouna i
nighty never stopped for breakfast the German North Sea ports this year
ANNUAL HOLIDAY TheWas such the case to be.
suffered nearly all
and kept right at it, like a day's work. is much less than in 1910. For the
-bulldog failed his prey to gat.
I
the time with head-Omsk,
The tomcat climbed a tree.
The table was surrounded by inter- first seven months of the year Ham
aches. backaches.
ested spectators. By noon there was burg reported a reduction of 26,000 in
and bearing down
probably close to $5,000 on the table. a total of 48,738. The causes
CALIFORNIA
Horrors of Journalism.
pains, and bad a
assigned
continuous pain in
"Way Is it that whenever there is About this time a local tinhorn for the light outgo this year Is in part
my left Bide. It
aa 'accident or a calamity of any thought if he could get into the game the unfavorable business situation in
made me sick if
EXCURSIONS
kind there are twice as many peopls he might make a winning. He scur- the United States and tne more
tried to walk much.
rigid
killed or injured, sad twice as moon ried around, borrowing a dollar here, application of the American
and
so
was
back
my
immigra
to
SANTA FE
property destroyed, In the headlines of a five there, and finally waa able
weak that I was
tion laws. Another cause, however,
the Daily Howler, as yon find In the accumulate a twenty dollar bill- and is
to
wear.
obliged
to--of
condition
evidently
prosperous
corsets all the tim.
other papers querulously asked the three silver dollars, and edged into the chief countries
" Birdmen " of International Repute will thrill the crowd,
now supply But now do not have
that
he
that
his
stars
Los
the
of
I
these
i i AA
game, thanking
constant render.
any
Angeles,
for three days, October 11, 12 and 13
"You oughtn't to kick about that! was able to get a chance at such big the bulk of the immigrants into the troubles. I have a fine strong baby
now, which 1 did not have San Diego,
thundered the editor of the Howlerj money on such a small capital. The United States. This year Germany daughter
" BULL " DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
itself is feeling very keenly the short before taking Lydia E. Pinkham'a
was
was
the
tinhorn
easy,
"we
game
twice
as
right,
much
thrill
you
give
to be raced " Bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct.
uompouna:" Mks. A. A. San Francisco,
for your penny as any other panel and in a short time he had a big bunch age in the supply of Russian farm vegetaDie
ltoute 44, Dewittviile, h. Y.
uiles,
13. This stake was given by the BLACK-WELL- 'S
to
due
the
fact
Russia
that
laborers,
his
in
of
Then
him.
of
front
aoesi"
chips
The above is only one of the thou-sand- s
DURHAM TOBACCO CO.
backers began telegraphing signals to is now enjoying unusual prosperity.
RETURNING
of grateful letters which are
him to close out, while he had a good wages have been raised, and the peo
received
the
constantly
by
being
Via
BASEBALL EVERY DAY
EXCITING DORSE RAGES
Portland, $68.35
thing. He counted his chips and found ple are consequently staying at home. Pinkham Medicine Company of Lynn,
he had $223, enough to pay a 10 per The shortage of Russian laborers has Mass., which prove beyond a doubt that
SUMMER cent dividend to his (backers, 10 cents amounted to the proportions of a cal Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable Com- Ticket on Sale Daily Until
Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
for every one put up, and so he cashed amity for the farmers in the eastern pound, made from roots and herbs,
Instructive Departments
September 30th.
in. The three silver dollars had been German provinces. Fewer Galicians actually does cure these obstinate disTOURIST
the barkeeper, but and Hungarian laborers, too are com eases of women, and that every such RETURN LIMIT, OCTOBER 31, 1911
by
appropriated
RATES ON
suffering woman owes it to herself to
RAILROADS
the twenty, dolar bill was there, and ing into Germany thistyear, owing to at
r
Liberal
Privitef es.
least give Lydia E. Finkham's Vegebill
RATES
of
He
checks.
the
more
got
plenty
prosperous times in those coun table Compound a trial before submitISAAC BARTH, President.
JOHN B. McMANUS, Secretary-Manage- r
SANTA
FE
ALL
THE
WAY.
huntwo
and checks amounting to the
tries; the same thing is true in regard ting to an operation, or giving up
For information, timetables
EAST.
dred dollars he had won. Followed to Italy.
.:- nope oi recovery.
by his backers, he started for the American Trout for German Streams,
Mrs. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass., and literature, call on or adSANTA FE, N. M.,
banks. At the American National
m:U 'v-H-'V
German anglers have decided to try Invites all sick women to write dress,
Notice for Puoiicatlon.
TO AND FROM ROSvvELL-Connection- s
TO
Cashier Agee took the checks drawn the experiment ; of stocking their her for advice. She has guided
H.
S.
LUTZ,
AgtM
Not coal.
on
looked at them and indorsed streams with American
thousands to health and her
made with Automobile
' SANTA FE, N. M.
Chicago, Ills., .
trout, and for advice
$50.35 withhim,
is
free.
Department of tue Interior,
funds." this
corner
"no
in
the
line at Vaughn for Roswen,
pencil
ot
100,000
dally.
purpose a
St. Louis, Mo., . . . . . . 44.35
U. S. Land Office at Santa De, N. M. Automobile leaves
At the Silver City National, where rainbow trout consignment
l
Vaughn tor
eggs from Creede, in
St.
Paul,
the
others
were
Cashier
Minn.,
50.35
July 31, 1911.
presented,
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ro
Colorado, reoently arrived in Cuxha- Notice Is hereby given that Jacobo well at
kN. M
3:30 p. m. Automooile leaves Denver, Colo.,
AUTO CO.,
21.10 Carter did not use a pencil, but had ven. It was found that he trout n
of
N.
a
on
who
rubber stamp, with which he print- the German rivers had been
M.,
Galisteo,
Leyba
,
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
Colorado Springs, . . . .' 18.15
The
degener
March 9, 1911, made homestead entry
ed on the corner the same legend,
fare between Santa F and Torrance Pueblo,
Colo.,
No.
of section Is
K.35 "no funds." The poor but honest tin- ating for. several years, in spite ot
for SW
$5.80 and between Torrance and
Baggage allowance 100 lbs. te
Carrying the TJ. 8. mail and ' pashorn had worked hard at bis trade, careful preservation, and the provinci
14, township 12 N, range 12 E, N. M. Roswell
DATES OF SALE,
10.
al authorities of Western Germany,
Reserve
aoh regular ticket, excess bag gags
seats
on
auto
two
won
when
between
hundred
filed
and
and
intenN.
P, meridian, has
notice of
sengers
dollars,
Vaughn,
M,
mobile hy wire. J. W fftockard.
at the rate ot $5.00 per hundred lba
uauy until Sept. 30th. Return he checked up with his backers found who have established a piscicultural Roswell, N. M
tion to make final five year proof, to
with the
connecting
who
have
established
a
piscicultural
limit, October 31.
We are equipped to carry any kind
he was actually short the three iron
More people, men and women, are
establish claim to the land above deInstitute at Adenau, decided to intro El Paso tt Southwestern and Rook IsLow Rates to Otber Summer Resorts
fro.-he
dollars
had
into
game.
the
before
or
put
suffering
scribed,
receiver,
kidney and bladder
register
ot trunks or 'baggage, up to 1,600 lba
duce fresh blood from the American land Railroads and the Atchison.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., trouble than ever before, and eac'n
LIBERAL
Perhaps District Attorney Wright is
PRIVILEGES,
Santa
Fe
It
Railroad.
rivers.
The
came
over
which
eggs,
when
a
not
he
is
holds
that
it
Special rates are given for excuron the 13ta day of September, 1911. year more of them turn for quick reright
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arSANTA FE ALL THE WAY. violation
of the law to play draw packed in ice, arrived in splendid con
lief and permanent benefit to Foley's
for eight or snore passengers.
Claimant names as witnesses:
sions,
Roswell at 3:00 p. m. ,
For information, time-table- s,
poker, but the legislature should pass dition and are to be placed in the rive in
write the
Remedy, which has proven
Information,
Lopes, Emiterlo Leyba, Macario Kidney
For
further
ara.
Roswell
Leaves
at U:te
ifl, '
a law for the protection of the poor rivers Immediately.
?
etc., call on or address,
Leyba, Isabel Leyba, all of Leyba, Itself to be one of the most effective
Roswen Auto Co., RosweU, N. M.
In Vaughn at 6:30 p. m. "
rive
Liberal.
Western
tinhorn.
remedies for kidney and bladder ailH. S. LUTZ, Agt.,
"The Fiend," "The Trapper's
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ments, that medical science has deand "Her Spoiled Boy" at
oa
want
Daughter"
carta
If
yon
Santa
try
N.
M.
anything
bFe,
vised.
For sale
all druggists.
tteglster.
'
the Elk tonight '
a Want ad in the New Mexican.
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am

6
6
6
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35

difficult for me to stoop and
ITTLE BOY KNEW REASON there were other troubles which plain
94
00
Ar
pm
pm
ly showed that my kidneys were at
Steam Came Out of the Spout of fault. Soon after I began taking
Kettle so That Mamma Might
(Connects at Colfax with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train botb NortlTand Sootb.
Doan's Kidney Pills,
improvement
SStage for Van Honten N, M, meets trains at Preston N.I M.I
Open Father's Letters.
was noticeable and the contents of
Stage leaves Ute Park. N, M., for Pillzabethtown, N. M., at 9;0O 4. m, dally ezcep
two boxes, not only restored my kid'
ondsya. Fare is uu one way S3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
'Papa," said the hopeful youth, 'can nevs to their normal condition but
O. 4 S. train leaves Des Mclnes, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from the
rou tell me what Is natural
also removed the pain from my back.
tb at 4;38 a. vn
I glad to say that during the time
"Of course I can," said papa, proud
:. G. DEDMAN,
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
that has since passed, my cure has
at
was
to
find
there
that
and
relieved
V. P. oY G. M
& P. Agent,
been permanent."
Superintendent.
offcould
his
tell
he
last something
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
"Natural philosophy is the cents.
spring.
FostertMtluurn Co., Bunaio,
science of cause and reason. Now,
sole agents for the United
for instance, you see the steam com New York,
tng out of i- - s spout of the kettle, but States.
Remember the name Doan's and
you don't know why or for what re
take no other.
"
son it does so, and
Oh, but I do, papa!" chirped the
hope of the household. "The reason
the steam comes out of the kettle is 1
FLASHES
EDITORIAL
so that mamma may open your letters
without your knowing it!"'
27
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did not have a thing in the world to
do with it, but it is an exhibition of
frail humanity yielding to the tempter
in the person of his own burning desire. El Paso Times.

Candidate for Clerkship.
Fergusson f?r Governrr.
Some of the Peixs Valley paper3
R. F. Ballard announces himself as
candidate for the Democratic nomi- are boosting former Delegate In Connation for probate and district clerk gress H. B. Fergussoa of Alhuquernje
for the Democratic
nomination for
for Chaves county.
governor. Fergusson is about the besi
Seven Candidates for Sheriff.
material the Democrats cojld trot out
The Democratic-Ro8wel- l
Daily Rec- unless It be a man like Mayor Arthur
ord says that Chaves county has al- Seligman or O. A. Larrazolo
ready seven candidates for sheriff and
candidates for other offices in propor-- j
Bursum Would Skin 'Em.
tion.
Hon. H. O. Bursum Is named as a
,
prospective candidate for governor of
New Mexico. Mr. Bursum is one of
Lining Up for Bursum.
The Bursum boom for governor the best known men in New Mexico
struck Fort Sumner a couple of days politics, having been for years a leadago. The reignB of New Mexico's gov- er, being chairmen of the territorial
committee and
identified
ernment might be placed into wcite central
with every movement of interest and
bands. Fort Sumner Review.
he would no doubt make a strong
race. Montoya Republican.
From Mayor to Governor.
The citizens of Socorro propose
Political Meetings.
that they lend u their mayor, Hon. H.
The Young Men's Democratic
O. Bursum, to act as the first governor
Club at Roswell has called
ox the ne w state of New Mexico. From
mayor to governor Bounds pretty good. a meeting for tonight The Curry
County Democratic Central CommitPecos Valley News.
tee has called a meeting at Clovis for
mnm
Wednesday afternoon of this week.
For State Senator.
The Republican Central Committee of
The following have announced Chaves
county held an informal meetthemselves for state senatorships on
with E. A. Cahoon, at Roswell, on
ing
the Democratic ticket fa Eastern New
Mexico: A. J. Evans of Roosevelt Saturday.
county, James F. Hinkle of Chaves
Ten Dollars Per.
county, and Dr. F. F. Doepp of CarlsAt the expense to candidates of Ten
bad.
Dollars per announcement, the Clovis
announces the candidacies of
Journal
More Candidates.
following in Curry county, on the
an the
Among the latest political
nouncements in Eastern New Mexico Democratic ticket: District Judge,
are: C. C. Hill, Democratic candidate Hary L. Patton of Clovis, and John T.
for county school superintendent of McClure of Roswell: state senate,
Chaves county; George A. Davisson Howard D. Terrell and T. J. Mabry of
and James Sutherland, on the same Clovis; state representative, Dr. J.
ticket, for county treasurer, and Z. P. Foster Scott of Clovis; probate Judge,
White, for sheriff of Roosevelt county. W .D. McBee and H. G. Coors of Clovis; sheriff, George Roach, Blacktow-er,- ;
W. W. Odom and D. L. Moye, CloHe's a Good Man.
The Roswell Morning News and vis; Tom Reagan of Texico and S. D.
the Roswell Register-Tribun- e
appear Dean of Grady; county clerk, F. P.
to have gotten together on Hon. Na- Helm, A. L. Await, and E. J. Feagan of
than Jaffa for senator of the new Clovis; for assessor, Dee Gholson,
state. Mr. Jaffa is an honorable and Ambrose Ivy, E. H. Robinson, Clovis;
able gentleman, and Roswell does treasurer, J. S. Marsh ana John F. Tayherself credit in bringing him for- lor of Clovis; county commissioners,
v7. L. ManBfield of Clovis and Roy D.
ward. Pecos Valley News.
Elder of St. Vraln.
Sour Grapes.
"Yielding to many importunities
Giving Andrews Credit.
and desires of my friends, I have de
There was one happy man in Washcided to become a candidate for the ington last Saturday
night,
," is the way they are The Hon. H. W. Andrews, sometimes
position of
shaping things up now all over Ariz- known as Bull. It will be remembered
ona and New Mexico, and it is a clear that soma three years ago Mr. An
caBe of the abuse of friendship.
In drews was a candidate for delegate
the majority of instances the friends to congress, and he expressed the

Sober-minde-

WANTED

--

Master

FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot.
tage. Bath, ranee, light. O. C. Wat.
Santa Fe Chapter Nc. son & Co.
1, R. A. M. Regular
FOR SALE Must sell horse and
convocation second
Monday of each month buggy cheap, on account of health.
at Masonic Hall a' Apply New Mexican.
7:30 p. m.
JOHN II. WALKKR.
FOR RENT two nice rooms furH. P. nished or unfurnished.
All conveniences, close to plaza. Call at this
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
office.
Santa Fe Commander!
WANTED Agent to sell our line of
No. 1. K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Mon poods in Santa Fe on commission.
day in each month at Bond required, wagon furnished. Write
Maconic Hail at 7:30 Grand Union Tea Co., Denver, Colo.
CHAS. E. LIXNE1.

S. G. CARTWRIGHT,

month.

Those big salaries are paid to men who can SELL GOODS, who can WRITE
VERTISEMENTS THAT WILL PULL. You may have talent for that sort of thing, as
did one boy, who, at the age of only 19, wrote letters which pulled $400,000 in one
year, on which he got a commission of 2 per cent., making his salary $8,000 that year.
at 23, he is actually receiving $12,000 straight salary.
We teach you the underlying principles of HANDLING HUMAN NATURE so as to
GET RESULTS and USING WORDS so as to MAKE PEOPLE DO THINGS from the
day you come into the school. The very first day you touch the typepriter you are
given a text entitled "HOW TO DO BUSINESS
BY LETTER," written by the best known exAD-

To-da-

y,

pert on letter salesmanship in the world, and as

FREE-HAN-

PENMANSHIP

BY W.

J.

BAILEY.

you practice copying exercises on the writing
machine you are unconsciously absorbing the
virile selling force of those successful letters.
Then for a few weeks, at the end of your
course, we give you the most vital work on salesmanship and advertising ever offered in any
Business College. Come and talk it over with me
personally. I will tell you the honest facts about
yourself and about our work

n i mt i rrniTflMrrf
MIN l A rE DU jm

j

W. J. BAILEY, President.
' dia building.
tULlXUC, santa fe, new Mexico I

ni

nr

Visiting

Salem, Oregon.

broth-

ers are inviteu

and
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.

o

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Attorneys-at-La-

F. W. FARMER
Homestead

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, 1. O. B. holds
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.
GEO. W. P RICHARD.
President
C. J. NEIS,
Secretary.
No.

Practice in tie Distrl t Court at
well as before the Supreme Court or
the territory.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico.
Us Vegas,
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

District and Su
and careful
Courts.
Prompt
preme
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Banta Fe.
Practice in the

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Secon
Meets

and Fourth Thurs
Delgado's
days,
Hall. H. Foreman,
C.

G.

Sec.

Richie, Cor.
Mrs. Daisy

G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor at Law

Practice in all the District Court

and gives special tttteiittwn to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M.
HARRY D. MOULTON

Farmer.

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe Camp
A.

BOYS TO BECOME MANAGERS

BU T IF YOU GO IN FOfe A BUSINESS EDUCATION YOU OUGHT TO GET YOUR
EYE ON THE BIG POSITIONS THAT PAY SALARIES OF $3,000 TO $5,000 A YEAR

32.

a

-- Wow Is The Time To Wake Up !

feh

Ac-

Venerable Matter.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
TYPEWRITERS.
Secretary.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supp. o. e.
Santa Fe Lodge No. plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
469, B. P. O. E. holds
All repair work and typewriter guarits regular session or,
Santa Fe Typewriter Exthe second and fourth anteed.
change. Phone 231.
each
of
Wednesday

g

SALESMANSHIP AND ADVERTISING

EASTERN GENTLEMAN of refinement and good character, would like
to correspond with young lady of
of Spanish descent. R. Hamilton,
New Mexico.
14th

Scottish Rite of
OPPORTUNITY is simpry the apFree Masonry meets on plication of energy to every day conthe third Monday of each month ditions as they arise. We .pay big
t 7:30 o'clock in the evening in commissions, advance cash, teach
Masonic Hall, south Bide of Plaza. salesmanship; you furnish the energy.
Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are cor Conditions are favorable. Write for
terms.
dially Invited to attend.
Salem Nursery
Company,

W.
13514,
meets second Tuesday each month, so
cial meeting tLird
M.

one-sixt- h

S

Ancient and

degree.
cepted

litho-transf-

Boys, why should you be plugging along at $5 and $6 a week
when an investment of $100 or $150 Jn a business education will
double your present earning power and put you on the road to success or to the manager's desk ? An increase of $5.00 a week in your
pay means $260 a year, interest at 5 per cent, on $5,200. By taking
a comparative inexpensive college course you add over $5,000 to your
personal capital value did you ever think of that ?

E. C.

Santa Fe idge
Perfection No. 1,

h

l

Secretary.

CHAS. A. WHEELON
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

d

j

t:

WANTS

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
Regular communi- I VCtTt RPVTfi-rrwiRpa
ftnuM.
cation first Monday John Pflueger, the shoe man.
of each month at
at
Hall
Masonic
FOR SALE Pair driving mules.
7.30.
Santa Fe Lumber and Transfer Co.
H. H. DORMAN.

j

V

WE HAVESTflTEHDDD

Fraternal Societies

CATARRH
the
and

m bo pduiigs aho pc'jriiisl
Democratic Committee Meeting.
A meeting of the Democratic Central Committee of New Mexico has
been called for Tuesday, September 5,
at Albuquerque.

opinion that if he was elected he government of law through the "rewould be able' to secure statehood for call" of judges The people of ArizRelieves
of
the territory. A large number of the ona are required to except all judicial
voters in the territory agreed with officers from the "recall' provisions of,
BLADDER
him in the belief, and he was elected. Article 8 of their proposed constitu-- ;
all
Sailing was not as smooth in congress tion. When they have done so at an
Discharges in
as he expected to find it. Beveridge election held for the purpose and the
24HOURS
was still there, and it Is said that fact is duly certified to the President
siaeb capote bears Lbs
Beveridge had promised himself that he will so proclaim and Arizona will
as long as he remained In the senate become a state.
CounirrfttU.
J
New Mexico and Arizona should reCoH
The downfall of the Arizona effort
t all dragtiits.
main territories. But in spite of the to get Into the American Union with
senator from Indiana, the admission a fundamental state law more radical
bill was finally passed. So Andrews than the "freak" constitutions of Okla- AN INDUSTRY OF
ITINERANT WORKERS
made good. The elections were held,; homa and Oregon with a lunatic atthe conventions
prepared constitu-- i tempt to remove the very corner stone Lead
Poisoning In Thirty Trades. Pay
tions and were sont up to congress.! of 1'berty, the independence of the
Day Means Hiring a New Force.
Mr. Andrews was on the job of get- judiciary shows how a little courage
ting it approved. All was going nice-lv- - In high places will stop a political
(James P. Heaton).
when the nrnhihltlonlats nut un a stampede.
(Exclusive
Service The Survey Press
fight, and it took a week for Mr. Anc
It was the heyday of tlie Insurgent-DemocratiBureau.)
drews to show the falsity of their
alliance in the Senate, beWhy do some of the lead smelting
charges, but that was a fatal week, fore the Regular Democra's awoke to
and the approval went over to the their folly in consenting to 15 per plants lose a quarter and sometimes
almost a half of their working force
next congress, which had a democrat- cent
rule, that a resolution each pay day?
The foremen often
ic house.
Then the New Mexico givingminority
national sanction to mob rule
democrats saw a chance to mix poli- was jammed through. Mr. Taft met say it Is because the men employed
are negroes or Slovaks or Pollocks or
tics, territorial and national. A
the issue with a veto message which
committee of New Mexico Is a clear and cogent exposition of Greeks or Italians and by nature undemocrats went to Washington where, the fundamental principles of free and steady and given to drink. But the
:men and physicians declare it is due
with Flood of Virginia, the new dem- popular government.
the dangerous character of the
j to
ocratic chairman of the house comupon Congress and the j work.
mittee on territories, they proceeded Its effects
was
instant.
to do things. In spite of the protests country
j
There is a white-leafactory with
men all over the country felt that Mr. a
of Mr. Andrews, the resolution admit- payroll of only eighty which is obTaft had indeed shut the gate against
to hire 400 men yearly, while a
a destructive flood. Within a day it liged
one employing
143
workers
and, as he predicted, was vetoed by was
larger
that
in
felt
Washington
clearly
on but eighty new hands in
the president. Things at that time
takes
the
was
President
with
twelve months.
were in a peculiar position. New the country
What explains this
and against the socialistic revolutionMexico was in line for admission sure.
'difference?
The factories are near
in
ists
Congress.
leach other and both employ negroes.
New Mexico was Republican, Arizona
The day before they had been The claims of the men are borne out
was in line to be left out. Arizona was
Democratic The democrats of the whooping about how th y were going for the only difference is that in the
The day after one
house, of New Mexico and of Ari- to override the veto.
they are taken care of and in the
been they were looking for some way out other they are not. One red lead
zona had been doing politics,
a
called
could
"compromise" j factory
be
bragging about putting Mr. Taft in that
discharges automatically all
the hole. After he vetoed the state- and not the abject surrender to an laborers at the end of three months
hood resolution, which admitted Ari- aroused public opinion, all the more employment in order to prevent the
zona with the recall of the judges the dangerous because so silent, that the more serious form of plumbism. This
resolution was and is.
Democrats woke up to the situation. Flood-Smitvery shifting increases
As long as Mr. Taft was president
It is easy and cheap to say that the for the casual laborer is ignorant of:
Arizona could not come In with the President's veto decided nothing, the precautions necessary.
recall, if he could help it. If a reso- since, of course, Arizona can, after
Cases of lead poisoning have been
lution was not fixed up to eliminate admlsion, play the fool as Oregon has found in some thirty different indusare
trythis recall Arizona would stay out, and as the California radicals
tries, though they are more common
But It Is one thing for a ' in lead smelting, and making of white
and New Mexico would come in next ing to.
summer.
Friday the senate passed grown man who has started in life for lead,
work, dry color
the proper resolution, and It passed, himself to play the fool. It is quite work, and the making of storage batto
Mr.
permit teries. The painting trade yields the
another thing for his family
the house Saturday. The object
Andrews started out for three years a boy to start in life pledged to a largest number of victims.
This isj
Newj course of suicidal folly.
ago has been accomplished.
because it is numerically the largest
Mexico Is admitted. As soon as shej
The unendurable viciousness of the of the lead trades for there Is not as
can have an election she will have Arizona enterprise lay in the effort Jmuch acute lead poisoning in propor
state officers. Bill made good-We- stern to give it national approval and sanc tion to the workers as in the other
Liberal.
And while the main battle industries mentioned.
tion.
Painters tell
against leveling lunacy is still to be us that a man rarely develops sympfought the winning of this prelimin- toms under five years' exposure, while
The Last of the Old Territories.
skirmish gives hopes to all sober one worker on storage batteries was
If the Deone of Arizona and New ary
minds.
violently 111 at the end of ten days.
Mexico are prompt they may be heard
of the Ameri- According to physicians,
136th
many men
in
the
So
year
Sennext
winter through
in Congress
old terri- are taken with serious symptoms after
of
the
last
the
can
Republic
ators and Representatives having
Next year six weeks' exposure in lead smelting
votes there instead of through dele- tories pass into history. stars
in the or white lead works.
will be forty-eigthere
voices.
The
Pre!
only
gates having
all it meant to
and
The
resofrontier,
Lead poisoning in extreme cases
flag.
the
on
dent signed
Monday
joint
of the Ameri- leads to
paralysis, insanity or death,
lution of Congress admitting these the character-makintooften when the victim has apparently
territories to statehood on their com- can people, must now be sought
ward the pole and in the tropics.
recovered from the initial attack. Afplying with certain conditions.
ter a period in which the patient has
The conditions relate mainly to Ari- Chicago Inter-Oceahad a poor appetite, a general feeling
zona, and record the national condem- on earth try of
foul breath, a bad taste
nation of the socialistic scheme of If you want anything
Want Ad.
in the mouth, and obstinate constipasubstituting government of mobs for a New Mexican
tion, the attack itself, consisting of
paroxysms of agonizing colic, with
vorriting and constipation follows.
This is accompanied by great restlessness but no fever.
If the man goes
back to his work after recovering he
has repeated attacks. He is extremely pale, supers from constipation,
from gouty or rheumatic pains, and
swelling of the joints. The nervous
system becomes affected and he develops partial paralysis of the wrists,
shoulders, or ankles.
Women are especially susceptible to
This poisoning is
slowly cumulative for minute doses
of
of a grain a day produce
the symptoms.
The poison is absorbed by swallowing the dust gaining
entrance to the mouth by inhalation
or from unwashed hands, but the
fumes of heated lead are also dangerous. Good ventilation and cleanliness
of the person and premises are the

'

Santa Fe, N.

M.

Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. VisUng neigh Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

bors welcome.
WILLIAM McKEAN

A. G. WHITTIEJL Consul
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.

Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land
Taos,

best preventatives.
There are great differences in fac
tories doing the same kind of work.
There are two white lead factories
controlled by the same company; one
is dilapidated, dirty,
looking as if litte improvement had

been made since 1843 when it was
built.
The work is done largely by
hand, the product is handled most
carelessly, and there is an apparent
indifference toward the workmen on
The
the part of the management.
other is modern, clean,
ed, furnished with machinery, wher
ever it is poslble.
There are good
sanitary provisions for the men and
their welfare is a matter of real in
terest to the management. Almost as
great a contrast exists between two
places, operated by the
same company.
This means that the
care of the men depends upon the
good will of the executive in charge.
The general tendency in the lead
'trades is towards improvement in
working conditions, not on humani-tiarlabut on economic grounds. The
Scotch Hearths with their poisonous
fumes are being replaced by far safer
smelting processes employing fewer
The white lead and dry color
men.
houses are using more machinery and
well-ventil-

g

n

Law.
New Mexico.

Santa Fe Camp No.
6673, R. N. A. meets
Chas. R. Easley
Easley.
fourth Tuesday of Chas. F. EASLEY
& EASLEY.
each month; soAttorneys at Law.
cial meeting third
Practice in the courts and before
Elks'
at
Tuesday
Department
Hall. Visiting Land
Land arants and titles examined.
neighbors welcome Santa Fe. N. M., branch Office Estan
NETTIE VICKROY,
N. M.
cia,

Oracle.

FLORENCE RISING.
Recorder.

H. L. ORTIZ,
Attorney and

The New Mexican TTraunjj
psny has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially tor the use of
of the peace. They are especial
ly ruled, with .printed headings. In
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
oovers and canvas sides, hall fuH
Index In front and the fees of Justice!
of the peace and constables printed
la full on the nrst page. The pages
inches. These books are
are 10
made np In civil and criminal dockets,
separate of Z. pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound
book, 80 pajes civil and 320 pages
criminal. To Introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
12.78
ClTil or Criminal
Combined Civil and Criaiii.-.-l .. 4.0i'
For 45 cents s4!'ional tor a stngl
docket, or 65 cents additional for s
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash la
order. State
full must accompany
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.
Jus-tl:t- s

saving their dust There is also In
creased use of machinery in the lead
pipe and sheet lead trades. The
litho transfer work Is being done by
dustless methods and not by hand
The painters and the storage battery
workers, however, have not so far
been helped by improvements In their
trades.
Herewith are some Bargains offered
The improvements are on a surer by the New Mexican Printing
basis when they come in response to
Cede of Civil Procedure et the
the. demand for economic management
of New Mexice, 1897. sheep
Territory
value
of
a
and from
the
recognition
paper bound. 76c. Missouri
bound,
fl;
of "experienced
unskilled labor"
forms,
IS; Missouri Code
Pleading
which makes employers more anxious
the two for $10.
to keep a steady force of workmen Pleadings. 16;
to New Mexico Code, Laws
than if they were made to answer to Adapted
the demands of philanthrophy. The of New Mexico, 18S9, 1901 and 1903,
and Spanish pamphlets, 82.25;
regular medical inspection of the men English
is very rare although required by law fall leather IS. Sheriff's FlexibK
Caver Pock't Dockets, single, $1.26;
in most countries abroad.
twe er more books, 81 each.' New
Right in your busiest season when H'Jicm Supreme Court Reports, Not
you have the least time to spare you S aad l inclusive, 83.30 each. Com
are most likely to take diarrhoea and ptlatiea Corporation La .vs. 75 e. Cent
lose several days' time, unless you slletiea- - Mining Laws, 0 c Money'
have Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera digest ef New Vexioe Reports. fuV
and Diarrhoea Remedy at hand and shoes. 8CjM: fall Hat school blanks.
take a dose on the first appearance
of the disease.
For sale by all deal
If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican want ad.
: 'I I..UL
eess-psn-

Counsellor-at-La-

Practicing before all the courts m
the Territory.
- New Mexice
- . Santa Fe
,-

PROBEKT A COMPANY

Investments
Laids, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other BnslneM Opportunities
throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished

......

Taos.

New Mexico.

DR. C. M. RILEY,
8urgeon.
Veterinary Physician and
Veterinary
Graduate of McKlllep's
College of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.

Dentistry a Specialty

East side of plaza, corner
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Office:

Phone

DR.

J.

Red

138.

M. DIAZ,

RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF

Phone, 216 Red

OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA

Phone, 220 Black

OFFICE HOURS,

I

to 3 P. M.

W. M. SHERIDAN,

M. D.

Genito urinary Diseases.

THE WASSERMAN & NOOUCH
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
ADMINISTERED.

'

Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given or
application.
State Nat Bilk Bid, Alboqierqie N 1
.
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Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 28. X
For New Mexico Local Bhow- - JS
ers this afternoon or tonight;
cooler in southeast portion. X
fair.

Tuesday,

UNCLE SAM"

X

Varnishes

Sherwin-William- s

Inspects ail the BEEF, iVEAL AND PORK we sell.

SJ

at

Goebels.

Change of Program at the Elks

to-

night

We Buy the Best K. C. Meats.

at

Milk and Cream always on hand
Capital City Dairy. Phone Black,

188.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Vegas Won Both Times The Santa
Fe Baseball team was defeated 16 to 1
on Saturday and 5 to 4 yesterday at
Las Vegas.
Proper End for Cigaret Fiend Gay-lor- d
Thomas was found at Chicago,
having sent a bullet into his head,

Phone No. 4.

after

Turquoise, Laveliers,
Opals,

Amethysts,

111
e recommend Wahham Watches
because we believe them to be the
best. Our stock otters a wide as-

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
GOLD AND SILVER

FILIGREE

Waitham Watches

Come in and talk watch with uo.
It
not obligate buying and it may profit will
you
much.
e w-what constitutes
explain
ft good

"It's Time You Owned a WaUham."
will

show you the exqui-c:tet- y
thin model Waltbams or
the Colonial
Series and will
name the Waitham movement
best suited to your

Tark-ingto-

the Southwest.
The "Trapper's Daughter" at the
Elks tonight
Predicted The
More
Showers
Weather Bureau predicts local showers tonight and cooler weather tomorrow in Eastern New Mexico. Yesterday the maximum temperature was
70 degrees and the minimum last
night was 47 degrees. The precipita
tion yesterday was .08 of an inch, and
.03 of an inch on Saturday.

Nine-year-o-

IN

sortment of

smoking 400 cigarets.

"The Trapper's Daughter." This
big picture of the hazardous life and
conditions of the way up north coun
try of Alaska is full of daring and
adventure.
Priests Give Archbishop $100,000
The priests ot the diocese of St. Paul,
Minnesota, have presented Archbishop
Ireland with $00,000 as a present for
his golden Jubilee as a priest.
He Wept for' a Living
Joseph Demna, a beggar at the
capitol, Washington, D. C, confessed
that he made a good living "weeping,"
thus touching the purse of the tenderhearted.
Killed Himself Near His Bride-Stan- ding
beneath the window of his
bride, Eaiil Verbrugghe, aged 31, shot
himself on Saturday at Denver and

Bar Association Convenes The New
Mexico Bar Association convened today at Albuquerque.
Attorney General Frank W.' Clancy made the principal address.
Buys Several Ranches From Las
Falomas, Sierra county, comes word
that National Committeeman Solomon
Luna bought the ranches of the Las
Animas Land and Cat'le Company and
will keep 75,000 of his sheep on them.
Death of Aged Lady. Mrs. Francisco Petronila Sanchez de Johnson
died at Albuquerque yesterday. She
was the widow of the late Hezekiah S.
Johnson, for six years on the bench of
the New Mexico Supreme Court.
Here September 4. E. C. Albright
is here making arrangements to stage
"The Man From Home" at the Elks
Theater Labor Day, Monday, September 4. The comedy isay Booth
Further details will be given
iu the New Mexican tomorrow.
A Great Institution. The Santa Fe
Business
College, whose advertisement appears on another page, has in
a short time became a. great Institution. In its new quarters on the west
side of the Plaza it will be in position
to accommodate a much larger number of students than at present, and
will draw support from all parts of

SPITZ,

MISS BEAN'S VIOLIN
SANG ITS FAREWELL.

92....Phone...,92

The Jeweler

ing, assisted by other Grand lodge
officers and by members of the Masonic lodge. Knights Templar and
Many Express Doubt That There Will Royal Arch from several cities.
Be Any Serious Trouble at All
. on the System.
MAYOR AND COUNCIL
WELCOMED DR. WILLIAMS.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Laramie, Wyo., Aug. 28. Machincalled a
Mayor Arthur Seligman
ists and others deny that any vote
has been taken In the Union Pacific special session of the city council this
shops here to go on strike, or that morning to welcome to Santa Fe Dr.
there has been serious talk of a Walter Wililams, who is the first man
strike. The matter, they say, is re- in the"wbrld to pross the Santa Fe
ceiving more attention in the newspa- trail in an auto and who will write a
pers than they themselves are giving history of the trail and have It pubit, many expressing doubt that there lished serially in twenty dailly newswould be a strike at all. Only a part papers of the land.
of the force of machinists, boiler-r
Dr. Williams came here with a
are union men,
makers and
from the mayor of Old Franklin
and none are found to be in favor of at the beginning of the trail to the
a strike unless it is absolutely
mayor of Santa Fe, at the end of the
,

The farewell recital of Miss Virginia
Eean drew a "capacity house" Saturday night at Library Hall and the af
fair was a great success in every way.
The piano solos by Mrs. Matson ofi
Washington, D. C, were delightful,)
proclaiming her a pianiste of unusual
talent ;the soprano solos both English
and German, by Mrs. W. D. Hayes of
Manitou, Colorado, and formerly of
Santa Fe, were of such soul stirring
melody as to win vociferous applause
and the songs by Miss Inez Eklund,
the beautiful young "warbler" from
Clayton, were sung with such ease and
trail.
expression as to make Santa Fe music
The council met at the court house
lovers wish she resided her. Miss MASONIC CORNERSTONE
and all of the members were present
AT
LARAMIE
LAYING
Mary McFie lnt sympathetic support
Thomas B. Catron, Historian B. M.
on the piano when Miss Eklund sang
Read, Postmaster E. C. Burke, and
and Mrs. Bean accompanied Mrs. Temple Will Cost About Twenty-Fiv- e
several Old Santa Fe Trailers includIt
When
Thousand
Dollars
Hayes.
ing Abe Spiegelberg and Adolph SelIs
Completed.
And Miss Bean, in bidding farewell
igman were present An account of
to Santa Fe audiences, which have
to
New
Wire
Mexican) the meeting will published in the New
held her in such estejani) was generous (By Special leased
Laramie, Wyo., Aug. 28. The cor Mexican tomorrow, as It was crowded
in the number of solos she played,
nerstone of the Masonic Temple, cost out by telegraph news today.
both on violin and eellov and every
when completed,
about
25,000
one of them was a gem that aroused ing
If y.u want anything on earth Try
was laid today by Grand Master Hugh
tumultous applause. It was the same,
of the Grand lodge of Wyom a New Mexican want ad.
Hynds
talented, graceful, pretty Miss Bean,
who made her violin literally sing its
songs into the hearts of an admiring
audience. Mrsi Bean accompanied on
COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.
SWEET PEAS SEPARATE
the piano.
I
best and
vari
the
grow
only
At the request of Miss Bean, Gover- - j
eties, and they are especially fine now. No such Peas have
nor Mills who with Mrs. Mills and
Miss Madeline Mills, attended the re--;
heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.
cital, thanked the audience for its ap-- ;
ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
preciation in the past as well as that
Now is the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
farewell night.
poppy plants are right and will grow ...and bloom the coming
Miss Bean accompanied by her par-season. 20 cents each; $1. SO per dozen.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Bean left last
JAMES McCONVERY, 415 Palace Ave.
refor
El
Paso
will
where
,
Phone, Black 204.
night
they
side. Mrs. Hayes also left yesterday
for her home near Manitou, Colo.
;
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MARKETJtEPORT
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DAYS

Old Friends and Meets Former
Governor W. T. Thornton
for First Time. - ,,

MONEY AND METALS.
Herbert J.
former govNew York, Aug. 28 Copper: Spot, ernor of NewHagerman, former third
Mexico,
lead
easy, $4.454.55; assistant secretary of the American
$12.0012.20;
silver, 521-8embassy at St. Petersburg, and suc
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
cessful orchardist at Roswell, Is in
Sept., Santa Fe, the guest of Levi A.
Chicago, Aug. 28. Wheat:
Dec,
Hughes.
Dec,
Cprn Sept,
Mr. Hagerman came here from the
Oats Sept.,
Dec,
Pecos, where he had gone from
Upper
HAYWARD'S
Pork Jan., 16.40.
to catch a few trout.
Albuquerque
Lard
Sept.;. 9.42 y2; Jan., 9.12.
Mr. Hagerman seemed in the best
8.40.
Ribs
92... Phone.. .92
Jan.,
Sept.,
of health and good humor.
A pleasing incident of his visit here
was the meeting between himself and
former Governor W. T. Thornton, who
had never met Mr. Hagerman before.
Pears now.
By the way, there are now four ex- Plums, Apples, Crab Apples
governors in the city Messrs. Hagerman,: Thornton, ' Prince and Otero.
CUT FLOWERS ALL THE TIME
And soon George Curry will be back,
,
making five,
At the
.

Just receiveda large lot
of

Second-han- d

Also

Goods

Carpets and

i

90;

Rugs

That will go at a low prices. Call
and get prices.

HIKEI

95.
65
42;

62.
45.

4)09.02;

o

o

and

HOUSE FOR RENT

DAVID LOWITZKI

v

1

. . . CLARENDON GARDENS . . .

Phone

il

6

AUGUST 28, 1911.

LARAMIE SHOP EMPLOYES
OPPOSED TO STRIKE

Brilliant Gathering at Library Hall
Saturday Night Where a Fine
Program Was Given.

UPTON SINCLAIR FILES HIS
PETITION FOR DJVORCE.
(By Soecial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Aug. 28 Upton Sinclair,
author and Socialist, brought suit
against his wife, Mrs. Meta Fuller Sinclair, for divorce on statutory grounds.
FORMER GOV. HAGERMAN
Harry Kemp, the Kansas poet, is namHERE FOR A FEW
ed as

dropped dead.

S.

MONDAY,

8wr
MP'

The Modern Home

of the first requisites of a modern home is an
sanitary plumbing equipment. To
the domestic health and to keep
the home thoroughly clean and
wholesome at all times, plumbing fixtures affording absolute
and perfect sanitation are a
prime necessity.
"$tat&4 plumbing fixtures
and our expert mechanics will
make your bathroom attractive
- and inviting.
Let us give you an estimate.

QNE

up-to-d-

safe-gua- rd

FOR SALE BY

Santa Fe Hardware

& iSupply Co.

a small '

WANTED A good cook for
household.
Address X, New Mexican.

tarn

THE

To)

STORE

(f

Ow New''Addiib'..0?; tike B5g Depai?toeiat ta?e

4 BRESSMMOMG

N

ever succeeded by accident. You might have efficient salesmen, a good
store location and a pleasing personality, but IF you don't give your customers a sign
of improvement as good as your neighbors you simply can't do THE business. Now, it is
easy to be "as good as" any competitor, but in these days of 1911a man's got to be better or
be beaten, and success crowns only that which is best.
O MERCHANT

r:s.

MRS. CLEO VERNE, from Oklahoma City has come to our city to open a First-ClaDressmaking Shop in the Balcony, second story, of the BIG DEPART-M- E
!
NT STORE. Mrs. Cleo Verne comes to Santa Fe with a high recommendation, has been in the Dressmaking Business for over ten years, has worked for
"
"
large establishments, does classy work, all her Fashions are gathered by correspondent designs from Paris and style centers. She
will guarantee perfect fit if not, the loss will be her's. To be successful you must be well dressed that is the decision of public opinwith Mrs. Cleo Verne.. To com- ion, against whose rulings there is no appeal. You can't go wrong if you leave your measure
plete her department she wishes to inform the ladies that in altering
work will be a specialty.-. . . . . . . .
Skirts and Suits, first-cla-

ss

LADIES, LISTEN

to-d- ay

ss

.

...

COME TO SEE HER

